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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY 

Companies sustain and developed their competitive advantage by ensuring that they work on the right 

innovations and that those innovations are done according the right way. Ensuring that one works on 

the right innovations is operationalized by innovation portfolio management (IPM). The management 

of a portfolio of innovations is the strategic oriented decision-making moment were decisions are made 

which new or existing innovations are being accelerated to market, put on hold, or terminated (Cooper, 

Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2000). Ensuring that those innovations are done according the right way is 

performed by having an effective new product development (NPD) method (Cooper, 2008).  

 

Agile is an adaptive NPD method which allows successful product or software development whilst 

continuously being able to adapt to changing user requirements (Williams & Cockburn, 2003). This is 

opposed to the more predictive types of NPD methods like the Stage-gate® model. The stage-gate® 

model is the most applied NPD method that divides the development period into stages with milestones 

and deliverables which are pre-defined and based upon predicted static user requirements (Cooper, 

2008). However, its vital to understand that IPM and the applied NPD method are not distinct entities. 

Rather, effective IPM is dependent upon the applied NPD method and until now IPM has always been 

structured according to predictive NPD methods and especially to the Stage-gate® model. The practices 

and mechanisms of IPM apply the documented predictions of the Stage-gate® model to support their 

decision-making.  

 

Companies are increasingly adapting agile NPD because of shorter product lifetime cycles, rapidly 

changing technologies, and increased global competition (Hauser, 1998). Also, agile NPD opposes the 

urge to predict everything and rather moves faster to adapt quicker to the volatile changes in user 

requirements (Dingsøyr & Dyba, 2008). Up until now, the practice of IPM have not be fully explored and 

combined to describe which agile unit is analysed in agile IPM, what decisions are made, how knowledge 

is transferred, and towards which objectives an agile portfolio should be optimized.  

 

The explanatory research presented in this thesis answers how innovation portfolio management can 

be performed including agile methods through the creation of a generic model and the application of 

this model into the software application Flightmap. This research is structured to follow the design 

science paradigm by first conducting a systematic literature review and second expand upon that 

knowledge with empirical research through a multiple-case study (van Aken, Berends, & van der Bij, 

2012). Three cases where selected on the basis that they are either in the high-tech sector or operate 

as financial and/or social institutions. The main denominator among these cases is that they are large 

organizations which fully manage their NPD processes via agile methods and simultaneously perform 

IPM. Cases were selected with the consideration that at least one of each domain (software, hardware, 

or a combination of both) are included. 

 

Unit of analysis 

In agile IPM there is no single unit of analysis but the whole agile NPD hierarchy is considered as a 

connected chain of agile units. Across the investigated cases a recurring structure to agile NPD was 

encountered. From a top-down perspective, a company’s main strategy is decomposed in strategic 

buckets that are named differently at each case as for example tribes, value-streams, or product-lines.  
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These strategic buckets are for each quarterly development period 

decomposed into epics, which are each on their part decomposed into 

features. The absence of a single unit of analysis for agile IPM is the result of 

the decentralized nature of agile NPD which provides its ability to quickly 

adapt to changes. Agile units need to have the autonomy to decide to change 

their course according to volatile user requirements. As depicted in Figure 1, 

the entire backlog from a strategic bucket towards the agile feature team, is 

perceived as an agile portfolio. A product is no longer perceived as a single 

entity within a larger portfolio. Rather, the whole hierarchy from strategic 

bucket towards features and all layers in between are perceived to be a 

connected entity and are analysed as such in agile IPM.  

 

Knowledge-transfer 

According to one of the agile values which states to value individuals and interaction over process and 

tools, knowledge is similarly transferred in the context of agile IPM. Knowledge is transferred in agile 

IPM via documentation, and software & visualization tooling, but interaction is the most applied and 

preferred way of transfer. Documentation and tooling are methods of knowledge transfers which 

substantiate the interaction-based transfers. The agile NPD structure is documented in extensive 

backlogs which can be done with various kinds of software tooling. Parts of this backlog structure is 

applied in agile IPM and are transferred by analysing and findings insight within these backlog structures.  

 

These insights are displayed in the quarterly portfolio review meetings by physical drawn of printed 

visualizations. In these portfolio review meetings the whole agile portfolio is discussed regarding the 

last quarter, and a plan for the future is made regarding the coming quarter. All agile IPM knowledge is 

retrieved from the lower agile levels and displayed in these portfolio review meetings through 

documentations and visualizations. But the actual decisions and rationale on which agile IPM decision 

are made remains through interaction-based knowledge transfers. 

 

Agile IPM decision-making 

The decisions which are made in the 

agile portfolio review moments cover 

the evaluation, selection, termination, 

and accordingly resource allocation 

decisions regarding the agile units of 

analysis. But these IPM decisions must 

cover the decentralized nature of agile 

and are therefore made incorporating 

the multiple agile units alongside the 

agile NPD hierarchy. This decentralized nature of the decisions is visualized in Figure 2. To clarify, at the 

portfolio review moment a strategic bucket is discussed regarding the epics it contains. Epics are 

evaluated, selected, prioritized, terminated, and resources are allocated per strategic bucket and 

divided over the epics. Epic leaders receive resources which they can designate according to the 

evaluation, selection, prioritization, termination of all new and existing features that reside within their 

respective epic. In general, the same IPM decisions are made as in predictive IPM, but they cover 

multiple units of analysis and concern the whole agile NPD hierarchy at different instances.  

Epic

Feature Feature

Strategic bucket

Figure 1, Agile unit of 
analysis for agile IPM 
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Feature Feature
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Interaction
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Figure 2, Agile IPM decisions and knowledge transfers 
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Figure 3, IPM objectives depicted in the generic model of agile IPM 

Features which deliver functionality to an epic have become a mechanism which ultimately defines the 

added value of an epic and thus of its respective strategic bucket. Decisions regarding which epics are 

incorporated in a strategic bucket for the coming quarterly development period are based upon the 

features which resides within those epics at that moment in time. Those features are evaluated in a 

much higher frequency based on the frequent user feedback, in which they can be reformulated, 

merged, or selected. The selected set of features for an epic defines the value of that epic on which it 

will be evaluated and selected in the context of its respective strategic bucket. To clarify, in the agile 

portfolio review meetings epics are selected for strategic bucket for the coming quarterly period based 

upon the features they have at that time. But the features which reside within an epic change all the 

time and portfolio managers must uphold the balance and strategic direction of the strategic bucket. 

Resource are allocated to strategic buckets by company management and the bucket leaders re-allocate 

those resources across the epics according to their own prioritization. The same process for resource 

allocation follows for epic leaders and the features teams 

 

Agile IPM objectives 

The four objectives of IPM, strategic direction, balance, maximal value, and having a feasible number of 

NPD initiatives, are still very relevant in agile IPM but approached differently. In predictive NPD a 

portfolio of innovations should be optimized towards the four objectives to end up with the most 

optimal portfolio. In agile IPM the objectives of strategic direction and maximal value are already 

provided because of the nature of agile NPD. Strategic direction of the agile portfolio is obtained by the 

strategic buckets which provide frames of reference for the epics and features that reside within their 

respective bucket. Regarding the objective of value maximization, agile NPD automatically focusses on 

the value under development and does so in a high frequency (Stettina & Hörz, 2015). Thus, value 

maximization in agile IPM must concerns if the local obtained user value also provides business value to 

the strategic bucket and thus organization as a whole. Balance in an agile portfolio concerns the origin 

of features, whether they are orchestrated from top-down or bottom-up. Upholding this balance 

provides sufficient technical debt, sustains strategic alignment, creates the ability to quickly respond to 

change, and avoids local optimizations. The prioritization of epics per strategic bucket needs to limited 

by the available resources to result in a feasible portfolio. In agile NPD it is very easy to constantly 

generated new epics from either user feedback or other ideation processes. But assessing how many 

epics can be under development in between portfolio review meetings should be done by adding to the 

prioritization of epics the availability of resources as additional criteria next to expected business value 

and estimated job size. 

The availability of 

resources is assessed 

based upon the 

competency profile of 

the company together 

with the availability of 

technical specialists.  

The four objectives are 

integrated in the 

generic model of agile 

IPM in  Figure 3. Strategic 
direction

Balance

Value maximization
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NPD iniatiatives
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Companies rely on continuous streams of innovations to sustain their competitive advantage by 

ensuring that they work on the right innovations and that those are developed according the right way. 

Ensuring that one works on the right innovations can be achieved by having an effective innovation 

portfolio management (IPM) practice (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2002). IPM constitutes a senior 

management function in which decisions are made regarding which new and existing innovations are 

evaluated, selected, and prioritized in order to accelerate, stop, or recycle them, and resources are 

allocated accordingly (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 1999; Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2000). 

Simultaneously ensuring that those innovations are developed according the right way is done by 

managing them with certain new product development (NPD) management methods.  

 

These two approaches that sustain and develop the continuous stream of innovations for a company 

are not distinct entities, effective IPM is dependent upon the applied NPD management method 

(Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2002). An emerging NPD practice which continuously gains popularity 

are the agile methods. Agile consists of iterative approaches to NPD which incorporate frequent user 

interaction, deliver incremental products, employ self-organizing teams, and consist of an emergent 

process in which quality and performance are a result of an evolved process of the iterative 

development (Boehm & Turner, 2005). With the recent rise in popularity of agile NPD, two main 

methods towards NPD management are most common today in top performing firms (Dingsøyr & Dyba, 

2008). On the one hand are the predictive type like the stage-gate® model and on the other hand are 

the emergent adaptive methods like agile. This predictive versus adaptive framing is a fitting analogy 

from the research of Wiltbank et al. (2004), in which strategic management is defined by providing two 

descriptions that companies follow to decide what to do next when they deal with uncertainty regarding 

the future. A company should either try harder to predict better or they can move faster to adapt better. 

Likewise, agile challenges IPM because it has a different perspective towards dealing with uncertainty 

which is present in NPD. In agile, NPD uncertainty is accepted and perceived as a normal phenomenon 

and there are no direct attempts to reduce it. NPD uncertainty is in agile incrementally reduced by 

delivering small and frequent intermediate results which are developed in close contact with the user 

(Dingsøyr & Dyba, 2008).  

 

IPM in its current state is structured to fit its practices according the Stage-gate® model. In Stage-gate® 

planning and control of NPD is performed by dividing the whole development in stages with milestones 

and deliverables which are pre-defined and based upon static user requirements described in extensive 

up-front documents (Cooper, 2008). In this way, Stage-gate® controls the probability of the wrongful 

spending of development costs by breaking down NPD uncertainty is smaller easier to handle portions 

(Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2001).  

 

Therefore, current IPM practices are based upon Stage-gate® which attempts to minimize the possibility 

that changes in the requirements occur, whilst agile minimizes the effect that the changes in 

requirements can have on NPD efficiency (Karlström & Runeson, 2005). And as mentioned before, 

effective IPM is dependent on the applied NPD approach to successfully ensure that a company is 

working on the right innovations. But when companies decide to work according agile NPD, it remains 

largely unknown how companies can answer this question. 
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The research presented in this thesis is structured according to the design science research paradigm in 

which the first step is to acknowledges gaps in literature regarding agile IPM and the second step entail 

to expand upon this knowledge with empirical research (van Aken, Berends, & van der Bij, 2012; Denyer, 

Tranfield, & van Aken, 2008). The systematic literature review serves a dual purpose. The first purpose 

of the literature study is to create an understanding of what defines the NPD management approaches 

agile and IPM. Also, the implications which agile NPD might have on IPM will be investigated by 

examining the differences between agile NPD and the more traditional and predictive types of NPD. The 

second purpose of the literature review is to acknowledged the gaps in literature regarding scientific 

advancements in agile IPM. The exploration of current scientific literature regarding IPM will act as a 

foundation of knowledge on which further empirical research will be build. 

 

The findings and gaps in literature are expanded with the empirical research which will be performed 

with a multiple-case study at several cases. Consequently, literature and empirical findings will be 

combined into design propositions that will guide the design process of solution creation of the 

proposed field problem. An answer will be provided if and how IPM could be performed in agile NPD 

environments. Because the practices of IPM have not yet been fully adjusted to be able to include 

adaptive types of NPD methods. Moreover, IPM in its current state is dependent on and adheres to the 

more predictive NPD type and less to the adaptive type of NPD methods (Sweetman & Conboy, 2013). 

The objective of this study is both descriptive and explanatory as it will describe what agile IPM entails 

but extends that knowledge by explaining the reasons why and how agile IPM is applied (Blumberg, 

Cooper, & Schindler, 2014). 

1.1 COMPANY DESCRIPTION 
The research presented in this thesis was performed in the context of the company Bicore which 

supports its customers with IPM decision support tooling named Flightmap. The customers of Bicore 

are either in the high-tech sector or operate as financial and/or social institutions. The main 

denominator among all customers is that they are large organizations which apply or produce 

technologies at a high level of complexity in a R&D setting. These companies have the need to improve 

their R&D capabilities, efficiency of operations, and innovation performance in order to increase their 

long-term sustainable competitive advantage.  

 

The main product of Bicore is their decision support tool named Flightmap, an example screen 

configuration of this software is depicted in Figure 4. Flightmap is a web-based service which enables 

decision-making regarding IPM by visualizing and comparing company NPD portfolio metrics and data. 

The goal of Flightmap is to increase the return on innovation and value creation capabilities of its users. 

This is operationalized by strategic scenario planning, technology road mapping, and the creation of 

scenario`s for the selection and allocation of company resources. 
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Figure 4, screenshot of example configuration of Flightmap web-based service 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The value proposition for customers of Bicore is that they receive support and advise, through tools and 

consultancy, in the context of IPM. The decision support tools, and the complementary consultancy will 

help visualize the NPD landscape, draw a complete picture of the innovation portfolio, and create an 

overview of all R&D implications. The services of Bicore allows their customers to create an overview of 

their portfolio composition, produce an insightful analysis of the portfolio, monitor development 

progress, and apply business intelligence & process control. This information will aid the customers of 

Bicore with decision-making regarding which new or existing NPD initiatives will be expanded or 

abandoned, put on hold, or accelerated to market.  

1.2 NEED FROM PRACTICE 
The customers of Bicore indicated that the use of Flightmap to perform IPM does not effectively  

cooperates with NPD which is managed with adaptive NPD methods like agile. The consultants of Bicore 

perceived a rise in customer concerns about incompatibility of Flightmap with agile NPD. Bicore wants 

to keep current customer retention high and at the same time be attractive to potential new customers. 

In order to do so, Bicore needs to keep Flightmap and their consultancy services up to date. New 

management trends like agile, can bring additional benefits to the customers of Bicore as for example 

increased development speed. But these new trends could be potentially threatening the use of 

Flightmap. Because as was indicated earlier the application of agile NPD methods constitute a poor 

match with the use of Flightmap in its current configuration. Bicore wants to provide the best support 

possible for their customers and their specific needs. Therefore, it is vital for Bicore to investigate how 

the discrepancy between Flightmap and agile can be solved and implemented. 

1.3 THESIS OUTLINE 
The chapters of this thesis are structured according to the problem-solving cycle which guide the 

research process to operationalize the design-science research paradigm (van Aken, Berends, & van der 

Bij, 2012). In the following chapter the problem orientation process which starts from the problem mess 

and reasons towards a concise problem statement is shown. The successive chapter 3 describes the 

research design and methodology which has been applied of the whole research including literature 

review and field research methodologies. Chapter 4 shows the results of the literature review which are 

presented together with the answers to each literature review question. Chapter 5 describes the cases 

at which the empirical data was gathered and also presents the results of the field research together 

with answers to the empirical research questions. 
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The process of applying the gained knowledge from both literature and practice into design proposition 

is depicted in chapter 6 together with a description of the design requirements. The successive chapter 

7 provides the more generic solution to the research question and the practical design to solve the 

problem statement. Finally, the conclusion and discussion with regard to the whole thesis research 

process are depicted in chapter 8 and 9. 
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2 PROBLEM DEFINITION 

The problem environment was investigated by conducting explorative interviews with several clients of 

Bicore, as well with several practitioners & experts on the topics of agile and IPM. The explorative 

interviews where unstructured and allowed the interviewee to freely express their concerns  to reach a 

better understanding of the problem environment. The indicated problem symptoms acquired from the 

explorative interviews have been synthesised into a problem statement with the help of a cause-and-

effect diagram, which is depicted in appendix A. The problem definition phase which is described in this 

section is part of the larger field problem-solving cycle approach of the design-science research 

paradigm. 

2.1 PROBLEM INTAKE 
The first assessment of the problem was discussed during the intake meeting of this thesis research with 

the CTO (chief technology officer) of Bicore. In this meeting the problem was introduced as a mismatch 

between the agile method and the simultaneous application of IPM. The CTO recognized that this 

problem was increasingly occurring at his customers which are using the Flightmap decision support 

tool. Those customers expressed that they experience less control on process and outcome of agile NPD 

from the IPM perspective. This statement was chosen to act as the preliminary problem proposal on 

which the further problem definition was build. The process of how the preliminary problem proposal 

will be transferred towards a problem definition will be explained in the following subsections. 

2.2 PROBLEM ORIENTATION 
The orientation process of discovery and reasoning towards the main problem statement is performed 

by conducting several exploratory interviews with customer or partners of Bicore. These exploratory 

interviews were planned until the belief arose that the topic of interest was satisfactorily explored and 

reached saturation. In Table 1, the interviewees are depicted according to their job-title and firm. These 

specific respondents where recommended by the CTO of Bicore because they are the ones experiencing 

the loss of control due to NPD teams working with agile. The work domain of each interviewee was also 

a consideration to make sure that the problem definition is based upon a broader field than just a single 

domain.  

 

# Function title Type of product 

EI1 Senior vice president (former) Software & hardware 

EI2 Head of project office Hardware 

EI3 Agile coach Software 

EI4 Portfolio manager Software 

EI5 Business developer Hardware 

EI6 Senior consultant Advisory 

Table 1, exploratory interview candidates for orientation of the problem environment (firms indicated with an Asterix* wish 
to remain anonymous) 
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The exploratory interviews were conducted in an unstructured setting with the goal to let the 

interviewee freely express their concerns. These interviews where either held in person, online with the 

use of Skype, or by telephone. The conversations were recorded and analysed afterwards by 

interpreting and combining the statements in a cause-and-effect tree to come to a main problem 

statement. The cause-and-effect tree, which is depicted in appendix A, provides an overview by 

depicting the problem causes on the left and the problem symptoms on the right. It must be noted that 

the cause-and-effect tree only shows the general problem environment and is preliminary and 

unreliable of nature (van Aken, Berends, & van der Bij, 2012). But it helps by structuring the process of 

selecting the naming and framing of the main problem statement for this research. The orientation of 

the problem environment is analysed with the help of quotations retrieved from the exploratory 

interviews.  

 

The overall belief in the problem environment denotes that predictive IPM did not had its intended 

effects on NPD which are performed by agile working teams: 

EI1: “We were working very autonomously, mainly to increase development speed, some projects with 

agile and some not. We`ve tried to apply portfolio management on top of these projects, but it just didn’t 

work at all. Each project had its own roadmap and they were only criticized on their project`s 

profitability” 

 

Agile management practices are applied to increase development speed, productivity, and shorten the 

communication channels towards the end-user. But this led to the inability of management to steer the 

direction of NPD as is denoted in the following quote: 

EI4: “Decision-making authority was given to lower levels in the organisation to increase development 

speed, but the cost of this decision was my inability to steer the direction of the projects. And this also 

led to sub optimisations of the several development projects, and therefore no one tried to achieve to 

get the most optimal portfolio” 

 

Moreover, the external communication and reporting structure of agile NPD further compromises the 

ability of management to steer the direction of agile development efforts. One respondent indicated 

that they reinstated portfolio management practices after they previously fully dedicated to agile 

methodologies: 

EI4: “Agile teams need autonomy to change their course but because of that they do not feel the need 

to communicate frequently external of the team. The status and progress reporting mechanisms which 

are vital for adequate organization wide management are missing in fully agile operating teams. This 

does not help with achieving oversight and control for top-management” 

 

Agile teams possess a higher level of decision-making authority because most of the management 

practices and responsibilities are given to the team. This higher level of decision-making authority is 

given to shorten communication lines and quicken decision-making capabilities. Agile teams develop 

products of which the requirements are expected to change very often. Moreover, after each iteration 

loop with the user (every few weeks), the user has the opportunity to voice his needs and wants. Which 

results in those NPD initiatives becoming completely attuned to the needs of that particular customer. 

Therefore, the contribution of that specific NPD effort to the overall greater good of the firm could get 

lost out of sight: 
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EI2: “By giving authority to lower regions of the firm, productivity was increased. But actually regaining 

some of this authority to steer strategic direction was not possible. This occurrence is even more present 

in agile environments, where responsibilities and authority is placed very low at the project level” 

 

Agile teams are sub-optimizing their NPD to meet user demands at every iteration. At first, this does not 

seem like a big issue, because successful NPD and happy customers are interpreted to be good for the 

firm. Although the use of agile appears to bring some unintended side-effects which only take effect at 

a later stage which are noticed at the portfolio management level: 

EI1:  “We would have gained more value overall for the firm if all business units adhered to one mutual 

direction. But I couldn’t even succeed in defining performance indicators what was important for the firm 

or how the different business units could support that direction and each other” 

 

It was difficult for management to communicate desired direction of the NPD initiative down to the 

team execution level. Management seems to lack visibility in progress and inability to intervene if the 

direction is not adhering to corporate strategy, as is mentioned in the follow remark: 

EI2: “The board had no clear visibility of the overall state of where a project was in the development 

cycle, when we only applied agile methodologies. So whilst we could be delivering what might be called 

low level iterations at the sprint level, senior management still didn’t get the big picture of where the 

project was” 

 

The unknown or unintended side-effects of agile NPD are believed to originate from missing 

management capabilities between agile team level and higher-management levels. What seems to be 

missing are adequate methods and tools which display and report agile NPD direction and progression 

at a portfolio level. Moreover, the question if the company is funding the right innovation initiatives 

remains unanswered or poorly reported.  Agile teams are less able to show progress and the level of 

strategic alignment of that NPD initiative. Simultaneously, top management is unable to show the 

strategic direction and control the level of NPD strategic alignment.  

2.3 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Reflecting on the investigation as part of the intake and exploration of the problem environment the 

main problem statement can be formulated as follows: 

The decision support tool Flightmap is not capable to effectively manage portfolio`s which include agile 

NPD. 

 

Based on the stated problem statement the following project assignment is derived: 

Improve the capabilities of the Flightmap so it can visualize and analyze portfolios which include agile 

NPD. 
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Figure 5, schematic overview of research process 
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3 RESEARCH DESIGN 

The problem-solving character of this research was approached according to the nature of the design 

science research paradigm. This paradigm aims at developing scientific knowledge in aid of creating 

design propositions that establishes guidelines for developing the final solution (van Aken, Berends, & 

van der Bij, 2012; Denyer, Tranfield, & van Aken, 2008). The design science research strategy states that 

the research is initiated with a systematic literature review that either delivers grounded propositions 

or acknowledges gaps in literature (van Aken & Romme, 2009). Since scientific advancements of agile 

IPM are lacking, the systematic literature review applied in this thesis is unable to deliver the needed 

design propositions. Therefore, the literature review will first provide an understanding of  the deemed 

important topics and second provide the currently existing knowledge base regarding agile IPM. Based 

on the limited findings, follow-up empirical field research questions were formulated. The empirical 

research phase which builds upon previous findings from literature review has the goal to produce the 

needed design propositions. These design proposition will guide the process of iteratively designing a 

suitable solution to the initial field problem. 

 

The design science paradigm is operationalized in this research by adhering to the structure of the 

problem-solving cycle which is proposed by Aken et al., (2012). Of the problem-solving cycle the 

problem definition, analysis & diagnosis, and solution design phases are implemented in this study. The 

intervention and evaluation & learning phases are due to time-constraint out of scope of this research. 

The research process overview is schematically displayed in Figure 5. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The problem-solving cycle operationalizes the reflective nature of the design science paradigm by 

focussing on delivering generic design propositions for solving the type of business problem (van Aken, 

Berends, & van der Bij, 2012). The problem-solving cycle is applicable for this research because it is most 

suited for solving a field problem which is of a technical and economical nature (Aken, Berends, & Bij, 

2012). The problem is of a technical nature because it reflects the optimization of technology 

management regarding NPD approaches. The economic nature is reflected in the occurrence that 

currently IPM cannot be successfully applied to agile NPD and therefore poor agile NPD portfolio 

performance could possibly lead to poor company innovation performance.  
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3.1 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
From the problem statement, a main research question was formulated to guide the process of 

gathering, evaluating, and generating knowledge from scientific literature and from practice. Specific 

knowledge in the context of IPM and agile NPD was first extracted from scientific literature and 

extended with parts gained from empirical research performed in practice. The acquired knowledge will 

be synthesised to answer the following main research question: 

How can innovation portfolio management be applied to portfolio`s which include agile NPD according 

to the objectives of IPM? 

 

To answer the main research question, a set of more specific sub-questions need to be answered first. 

In which the aim was to denote what both IPM & agile approaches towards NPD entail and what their 

main objectives are. The literature sub-research questions are formulated to analyse, describe and 

define what the topics of agile and IPM entail. Also, to reach a better understanding of the problem the 

differences between a predictive NPD approach named Stage-gate® and agile are analysed and 

described. Lastly, the current state of scientific advances towards agile IPM will be described. The 

following sub-questions were addressed in the systematic literature review: 

1. What is innovation portfolio management and what are its objectives? 

2. What is agile and what are its objectives? 

3. What are the differences between Stage-gate® and agile? 

4. Is IPM needed in agile NPD? 

5. How is IPM  performed in agile NPD? 

 

Since the current state of scientific advancements regarding agile IPM was limited, further research was 

initiated. Empirical data is gathered with a multiple-case study in which the sub-questions are 

formulated to investigate how agile IPM is practiced. The following sub-questions were addressed in the 

gathering of empirical data via a multiple-case study: 

6. Which agile unit is analysed and evaluated in agile IPM? 

7. How is knowledge transferred in agile IPM? 

8. What entails an agile IPM review moment? 

9. How are portfolio related decisions made in agile IPM? 

10. How does agile affect the objectives of IPM?  

3.2 OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH 
The objective of this study is both descriptive and explanatory as it describes what agile IPM entails but 

also explains the reasons why and how agile IPM is applied (Blumberg, Cooper, & Schindler, 2014). More 

specifically, this study will investigate in-depth the actual mechanisms applied which support and drive 

agile IPM decision process at several companies. In which the focus will be given to discover how the 

values and objectives of agile NPD will affect the practices and objectives of IPM. The viewpoint is taken 

that instead of abandoning predictive IPM, its practices should in some way be changed or added to be 

able to include agile NPD. Therefore, it is first necessary to describe what agile IPM and its components 

entail which at a later stage is extended with the questions why and how and why the mechanisms 

operate. 
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The perspective applied is that all practical agile methods want to achieve development agility but do 

so in different practical ways. This viewpoint enables to assess if according to the main objectives of 

both agile and IPM what the interfacing between these two NPD management approaches should be. 

Which prior to this research has not yet been fully answered in-depth. Moreover, the combination of 

IPM and predictive NPD methods have been proven to be successful, the questions arises if the same 

counts for agile NPD and IPM. And if so, then how should IPM be performed to portfolio`s which include 

agile NPD? Finding an answer to those questions at this moment in time is due to lack of scientific 

literature not fully possible. Therefore, this study also has the objective to contribute to the scientific 

understanding of how agile NPD implicates IPM and how these two different approaches to improve 

product innovation can effectively coexist. 

3.3 SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH 
The two main topics of this research are IPM and agile and what the interfacing and relations are 

between these two approaches towards NPD. The topic of IPM will be investigated according to its 

application in portfolios of NPD in technical companies that either manufacture products or develop 

software. Therefore, only companies which include technical product or software innovation processes 

are included according to the scope of this research. The definition and perspective on IPM which is 

formulated by  Cooper et al. (1999)  is taken as the main objective and approach of IPM.  

 

The topic of agile will be investigated more broadly without looking into specific agile practices. This 

perspective is chosen because this study will denote how the objectives of agile NPD implicate IPM. To 

achieve that result, development agility is described as the actual objective which all practical agile 

methodologies adhere to or contribute to. Therefore, the scope of agile is confined to the perspective 

that all practical agile methodologies want to achieve a higher level of development agility of the 

company but do so in different practical ways (Conboy, 2009).  

 

This research will only investigate fully operating agile development initiatives, so NPD processes of 

companies which are transitioning from predictive NPD towards agile NPD are not included. Because 

transitioning towards agile NPD  is difficult and results in implications for NPD performance (Dingsøyr & 

Dyba, 2008).  

3.4 LITERATURE REVIEW METHODOLOGY 
The literature review applied in this research follows a systemic approach to ensure a high level of 

accuracy, thoroughness and inclusiveness is achieved (Tranfield, Denyer, & Smart, 2003). The review is 

divided into three distinctive phases: 

- Explorative reading 

From the context provided by the problem analysis, explorative investigation of scientific 

literature is performed to get acquainted with the topics of interest; 

- Systematic review 

During the systematic review a large volume of literature is selected according to pre-

determined set of inclusion and exclusion criteria. The relevant literature is selected, analysed, 

and summarized to extract all required knowledge; 
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- Synthesis of findings 

The findings of the earlier phases will be synthesized in order to produce the main findings of 

the selected literature, which is presented in this document as the literature review. 

 

The following questions will be answered by the systematic gathering, evaluating, and synthesizing of 

scientific literature: 

1. What is innovation portfolio management and what are its objectives? 

2. What is agile and what are its objectives? 

3. What are the differences between Stage-gate® and agile? 

4. Is IPM needed in agile NPD? 

5. How is IPM  performed in agile NPD? 

3.4.1 Systematic review 

The explorative reading phase uncovered key aspects regarding the subject of IPM and agile NPD and 

provided the necessary search terms. These search terms where used to form search queries, which are 

depicted in Table 2. These search terms where applied to Elsevier`s Scopus database 

(www.scopus.com). Scopus is selected because it is a more transparent database, which allows the 

researcher to assess journal information and abstracts while searching and therefore it provides more 

accurate selection of relevant literature.  

 

Sub-research 
questions 

Tier Search queries 

SRQ1 

I New product development Innovation  

II Project portfolio Portfolio management  

III Objectives   

SRQ2 

I Development Innovation  

II Agile  Agile management  

III Objectives   

SRQ3 

I Development Management  

II Agile   

III Stage-Gate   

SRQ4, SRQ5 
I Agile project Agile management  

II Portfolio Project portfolio  

Table 2, search queries which are assembled by several tiers of search terms for the systematic literature review approach 

 

The acquired scientific literature from the initial searches where filtered with inclusion and exclusion 

criteria which are depicted in Table 3. Selected relevant fields of study which are included are business 

management and accounting, engineering, computer science, economics econometrics and finance, 

decision sciences. The selected period of articles which are included is a result of a found period (1997-

present) in which an increased level of attention to the subject of IPM is given. The other relevant field 

agile NPD dates from around the year 2000 and therefore resides within the set boundaries. Exceptions 

have been made in the inclusion and exclusion criteria with regard to the little literature discussing agile 

IPM. Several conference proceedings have been allowed to be analysed in this literature review. These 

proceedings provide some understanding of the topic but also clearly depict the actual lack of research 

on this topic.  
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Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria 

Peer reviewed articles Literature reviews 

Journals Irrelevant field of study 

English written Irrelevant topic 

Relevant topic  

Citescore >=1.5  

Number of citations >=5  

Period 1997-present  

Table 3, Applied inclusion and exclusion criteria in systematic literature review 

 

After filtering the initial results with the presented inclusion and exclusion criteria, the remaining 

literature was analysed more in-depth. This was performed by assessing if they were deemed applicable 

on behalf of their title, abstract, and if the authors and journal are well known and respected in their 

field of research. During this process, backwards and forwards snowballing was continuously applied to 

discover relevant scientific knowledge. The additional snowballing literature was only added when they 

met the indicated inclusion and exclusion criteria. 

3.5 EMPIRICAL RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The empirical data applied in this research was gathered by a multiple-case study which is organized 

and structured around the methodology provided by Yin (2003). The empirical research investigates in-

depth how agile implicates IPM and finds answers to how predictive IPM should be altered to adhere 

more to agile NPD. Multiple cases were analysed to rule out the idiosyncratic characteristics of a single 

case, and thereby increasing the validity and generalizability of the findings. Moreover, a multiple-case 

design results is more compelling and robust findings as compared to a single case (Yin, 2003). 

 

Having an in-depth analysis at multiple cases can be interpreted to be in direct conflict of each other. 

Because if one desires to truly investigate in-depth how the mechanisms operate in agile IPM, time 

should not be spent on investigating multiple cases which possible deteriorates the level of depth. But 

the focus of this research is sufficiently specific enough to allow comparison analysis with multiple cases 

to increase validity and generalizability of the findings. The added value of the cross-case analysis 

allowed insight into Agile IPM practices which transcend a specific single case custom agile 

methodology. 

 

The empirical research is structured around answering the following research questions: 

6. Which agile unit is analysed and evaluated in agile IPM? 

7. How is knowledge transferred in agile IPM? 

8. What entails an agile IPM review moment? 

9. How are portfolio related decisions made in agile IPM? 

10. How does agile affect the objectives of IPM?  
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According to Yin (2003), comparative multiple-case study is appropriate when it meets the following 

three conditions. First, the focus of the research is either a how, why, or what question. Second when 

the behaviour of those involved cannot be manipulated. Third, the study wants to uncover contextual 

conditions when they are perceived beneficial to solving the research objectives. All these three 

conditions are met in the context and scope of this research. Moreover, the main research question and 

sub questions are mostly how or what questions. And since the cases describe agile NPD processes at 

other companies, those processes are not eligible to be manipulated for study purposes. And lastly, the 

purpose of this study is to uncover how those companies practice IPM including agile NPD, so the results 

are likely to be aspects which are unknown contextual conditions at this moment in time. 

3.5.1 Unit of Analysis  

The main subject of a multiple-case study is referred to as the unit of analysis and with regard to this 

research is defined as the IPM process with agile NPD initiatives in practice. By defining the unit of 

analysis the multiple-case study is aligned towards the fundamental problem and provides validity and 

reliability to the empirical research (Yin, 2003). 

3.5.2 Case selection 

The methodology applied in selecting cases was purposive sampling because randomized case selection 

was just not feasible given the available cases in general and the time scope of this thesis research. With 

purposive sampling the inherent unreliability of generalizing results cannot be entirely overcome but by 

selecting particular cases on behalf of set criteria, sufficient generalizability can be achieved within the 

set context.  

 

The criteria for the selected sample of cases entail that they are either in the high-tech sector or operate 

as financial and/or social institutions. The main denominator among these firms is that they are medium 

or large organizations which fully manage their NPD processes via agile methodologies and 

simultaneously perform IPM. Cases were selected with the consideration that at least one of each 

domain (software, hardware, or a combination of both) was included. Also, cases were selected to 

include firms which are not clients of Bicore, because these firms have other approaches towards the 

management of a portfolio of agile NPD which hopefully provides new contextual insights. 

3.5.3 Data collection 

The empirical data of the multiple cases was initially approached to be collected with three methods, 

such that it enables triangulation of data which provides validity and reliability of the findings (Yin, 2003). 

First, semi-structured interviews uncovered from respondents what the agile IPM decision-making 

moments and workflow entail. Semi-structured interviews were chosen because knowledge on the topic 

of Agile IPM is quite lacking. The chance that contextual findings which were not anticipated could occur 

is larger when the interviews are semi-structured. The topics of interest and interview questions are 

denoted in an interview protocol which is added in appendix B. Second, the agile IPM business model 

process and way of work is analysed through examining existing documentation depicting these 

processes. The agile IPM business processes will provide how the respondents designed their IPM 

processes and denote which tools and artefacts are required to be applied in the decision-making 

process. Third, by observing and being present in the actual meetings in which agile IPM decisions are 

made, it can be established how agile IPM decision are actually made, which mechanisms have the most 

effect, where lies the authority and which arguments drive the final say. Unfortunately, due to company 

secrets the observations data gathering method was not allowed at any of the cases. 
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3.5.4 Data analysis 

From the three approaches towards acquiring data in this research, the semi-structured interviews 

require the most intensive analysis. The interview data is analysed with a closed coding method 

according to the template approach which utilizes the existing concepts of predictive IPM combined 

with the acquired theory of agile IPM (van Aken, Berends, & van der Bij, 2012). This approach is valid in 

this research because the topics and concepts of interest were known before the process of field-

research started. Thus, the coding scheme applied in the analysis of the interview data is based upon 

the knowledge base acquired in the literature review and is depicted in appendix C. The research 

process applied via workflow documentation & observation notes was used to substantiate, verify, or 

dismiss findings per case. The cross-case analysis focussed on analysing which findings of each specific 

case also occurred in the other cases. Because in the end, the goal of this study is to describe and explain 

which mechanisms and practices are applied in agile IPM in a more generic way whilst not being 

confined to a specific agile methodology.  

 

 
Figure 6, Schematic process overview of case-study data analysis which is partly based on the case study approach adapted 

from (Yin, 2003) & also from (van Aken, Berends, & van der Bij, 2012) 
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Figure 7, concurrently made IPM decisions 

4 LITERATURE REVIEW: WHAT IS CURRENTLY KNOWN? 

This literature review provides current knowledge from the two main topics agile and IPM towards 

answering what is currently known regarding agile IPM. This review was performed following a 

systematic approach in which the gathering and synthesize of existing knowledge provided answers if 

and how IPM and agile NPD can successfully coexist. To answer these questions it is first required to 

understand the topics of IPM and Agile. Followed by an analysis in which the difference between the 

topics of the Stage-gate® model and agile are depicted. This analysis will help with understanding if IPM 

is useful in agile NPD or why not. Because, as will be explained in the following sections IPM and the 

Stage-gate® model are both different management approaches to improve NPD performance. But they 

are related and effective IPM is partly depended and facilitated by the toughness of the gates in the 

Stage-gate® model (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2000; Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2002). 

Therefore, to be able to understand the implications agile NPD brings on IPM, it is required to 

understand how it differs from predictive NPD like the Stage-gate® model. Lastly, the existing literature 

regarding the topic of how agile IPM can be performed is presented, but this literature is not widely 

available and remains mostly unvalidated.  

4.1 WHAT IS INNOVATION PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT AND WHAT ARE ITS OBJECTIVES? 
The management of a portfolio of innovation initiatives is the strategically oriented decision-making 

moment in which decision are made regarding which new or existing NPD efforts are being accelerated 

to market, put on hold, or terminated (Meskendahl, 2010). In this decision-making moment the new 

and existing NPD are evaluated, selected & prioritized relative to one and other, and accordingly 

resources are allocated or reallocated to the active NPD to continuously improve overall portfolio value 

(Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 1999). The decisions are made concurrently which transforms IPM into 

a dynamic decision process which is depicted in Figure 7 (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 1999). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Within an innovation portfolio, the collection of NPD initiatives compete for the same pool of resources 

which are allocated through extensive decision-making processes. The company which is most effective 

in selecting its optimal new-product development strategies, winning new product projects and achieve 

the ideal balance among these initiatives within their portfolio will achieve the most competitive 

advantages (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 1997a). NPD landscapes of companies regarding new 

innovation efforts are getting increasingly more complex and it is no longer sufficient to efficiently and 

effectively manage single NPD efforts (Heising, 2012). The increased level of complexity in product 

development processes are caused by shorter product lifetime cycles, rapidly changing technologies, 

and increased global competition (Hauser, 1998).  
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In practice most firms struggle with the proper selection of NPD initiatives, and management is only 

meagrely satisfied with the applied approach (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 1999; Cooper, Edgett, & 

Kleinschmidt, 1997b). There are two ways for a company to be successful at NPD efforts: doing the 

innovations right and doing the right innovations (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2002). The former 

way is often operationalized by effective project management methods, the last way is the addressed 

in the topic of IPM.  

 

IPM is all about effective resource allocation to achieve NPD objectives which should be a direct result 

from company strategy. Senior management of a company attempts to optimize their R&D investments  

to define the right new product strategy for the firm with the goal to increase their sustainable 

competitive advantage (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2002). By selecting to invest in the right 

projects, IPM is an effective way to operationalize the strategic direction of a company (Mikkola, 2001). 

The manner in which resources are spend will result in a list of projects which describes the strategic 

intent of the innovation portfolio, which has to align with corporate strategy in order to be effective for 

the future profitability of the company (Mikkola, 2001). Therefore, IPM defines and steers the resource 

allocation process and decision-making process encompassing a company’s entire NPD portfolio 

consistent with envisioned corporate strategy. 

4.1.1 Definition of innovation portfolio management 

IPM has been studied for over the last 30 years, but the naming of the subject changed several times, 

including “R&D project selection”, “R&D resource allocation”, “project prioritization”, “portfolio 

management”, “new product portfolio management”, and “innovation portfolio management” 

(Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 1997a, Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 1997b, McNally, Durmusoglu, 

& Calatone, 2013). In the 1970s the field was only covered by management optimization techniques, 

where IPM was considered a multi-stage problem which is to be solved by mathematical techniques, 

with as goal to optimize the portfolio towards a certain objective (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 

2000). These attempts received a lack of follow-up research until late 1990s and early 2000s, where a 

large study was executed with 35 leadings firms in various industries by Cooper, Edgett, and 

Kleinschmidt, which wrote several articles about the current state of development at that time. 

 

The commonly accepted and stated definition of IPM in prior research is formulated by Cooper et al. 

(1999) and is divided in three sections to increase readability.  

The first section of the definition states:  

“Portfolio management is a dynamic decision process, whereby a business list of active new product 

(R&D) projects is constantly updated and revised. In this process, new projects are evaluated, selected, 

and prioritized; existing projects may be accelerated, killed, or deprioritized; and resources are allocated 

and reallocated to the active projects” (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 1999, p.355).  

 

The second section states: 

“The portfolio decision process is characterized by uncertain and changing information, dynamic 

opportunities, multiple goals and strategic considerations, interdependence among projects, and 

multiple decision-makers and locations” (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 1999, p.355). 
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The third and last section states:  

“The portfolio decision process encompasses or overlaps a number of decision-making processes within 

the business, including periodic reviews of the total portfolio of all projects (looking at the entire set of 

projects, and comparing all projects against each other), making go/kill decisions on individual projects 

on an on-going basis (using gates or a stage-gate process), and developing a new product strategy for 

the business, complete with strategic resource allocation decisions” (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 

1999, p.355). 

4.1.2 Objectives of innovation portfolio management 

The definition of IPM clearly depicts that at its core IPM is a decision-making moment in which NPD 

investment decisions are made. These decision are made in uncertain and dynamic conditions in which 

the decision-makers represent different stakes and interdependencies. Also clearly noted in the 

definition of IPM is that IPM uses gated decision-points in the NPD processes and thus is partly 

dependent on the type of NPD management approach.  

 

In IPM primarily three consideration are continuously being made the allocation of R&D portfolio 

resources among the projects, aligning projects with the corporate strategy, and finding a good balance 

within the portfolio (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 1997a). The concurrently made decision lead to 

the four main objectives of IPM. The first three IPM objectives where later expanded with the fourth 

objective selecting the right number of projects relative to the feasibility (Cooper, Edgett, & 

Kleinschmidt, 2002). 

 

Objectives of Innovation Portfolio Management 

Value 

maximization 

Achieved by effective resource allocation with the intent to maximize the 

overall value of the portfolio in terms of specific company objective, e.g. 

long-term profitability, return on investment 

Strategic direction 

Achieve a final portfolio which truly reflects the mutual strategy of the 

company which is reflected in the spending breakdown across all NPD 

projects 

Balance 

Projects within the portfolio are sufficiently balanced across short-term vs 

long-term, low-risk vs high-risk, incremental vs radical innovations, and 

diversification across different markets, technologies, product categories 

and product types 

Right number of 

projects 

End up with the right number of projects for the limited resources available. 

Resource capacity analysis are made to assess the right balance between 

resources required for all approved projects and remaining available 

resources 

Table 4, Four main objectives of Innovation Portfolio Management adapted from (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 1997a; 
Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 1997b ; Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2002) 

 

The objectives of IPM which are presented in Table 4, are mostly a result of the studies of Cooper et al., 

into denoting which goals one should pursue to end up with the best NPD portfolio overall. Because 

IPM decision are very company specific, a very concise general approach towards effective IPM is not 

feasible (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2001). But if a portfolio is optimized towards obtaining as 

much as possible of the four objectives, in general the most optimal portfolio will be the result. 
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Portfolio value maximization is achieved by effective R&D resource allocation regarding personnel and 

financial funds, with the goal to increase the value of the whole portfolio in terms of company specific 

objectives like for example long-term profitability, and return-on-investment (Cooper, Edgett, & 

Kleinschmidt, 1997a).Balance of the portfolio indicates that the projects within the portfolio are 

sufficiently spread across certain parameters. These parameters are short-term vs long-term, low-risk 

vs high-risk, incremental vs radical innovations, and diversification across different markets, 

technologies, product categories and product types (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 1997a).  

The objective strategic direction is applied to ensure, regardless of all other considerations, that the 

resulting portfolio of projects depicts the strategy of the firm. The decision to decrease or increase the 

spending on certain projects, is the act of operationalizing the set corporate strategy. But projects will 

only effectively contribute to the success of the firm, if these fully support the strategic direction of the 

firm, implying that at the moment project prioritization decisions are made, the level of alignment 

between the strategic direction of the project and firm needs to be assessed (Cooper, Edgett, & 

Kleinschmidt, 1997a). The fourth and last objective of IPM is achieving the right number of projects. This 

objective indicates the resource constraint issue in which that management tries to create a portfolio 

which adhere to the first three objectives but if to many NPD projects are approved for the limited 

resources, an innovation funnel gridlock will be the result (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2002).  

 

The four objectives of IPM are not distinct entities and are therefore dynamically interconnected, they 

all influence one another, exceeding at only one objective will not result in increased innovative 

performance (Mikkola, 2001; Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2001). Ending up with the most valuable 

portfolio is only achieved if the resulting projects are aligned with the firm`s strategy, otherwise they 

would not act as meaningful addition to the firm. But achieving a portfolio which is strategically aligned 

is best obtained through effective resource allocation process. The objectives of value maximization and 

strategic direction are interconnected and will enforce one and other. The effect of strategic alignment 

and value maximization is dependent upon having a balanced portfolio as foundation (Kester, Hultink, 

& Griffin, 2014).  

4.1.3 Practical approaches to apply innovation portfolio management 

The methods and tools which are applied in IPM to enable effective decision-making are facilitated with 

two different approaches. The first approach is named the gate-dominant approach and the second 

approach is referred to as the portfolio-review approach (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2000). The 

gate-dominant approach is based on the principle of having decision gates within an NPD process. The 

gates refer to decision moments which divides the NPD process into distinct stages. Those decision 

moments in which NPD projects are approved, killed, or put on hold are referred to as ‘gates’ in the 

Stage-gate® model which is created by Robert Cooper in the 1980`s. The Stage-Gate® model is the most 

applied product innovation system which is incorporated in over 70% of the best performing 

technological firms (Griffin, 1997; Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2002). By already having gated 

decision moments build into an NPD process the application of IPM is already partly facilitated, which is 

literally denoted in the general definition of IPM. To further understand how the cooperation between 

a gated NPD and IPM operates, first the Stage-Gate® model is explained in more detail. 
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Figure 8, overview of a typical stage-gate model, adapted from (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2000) 

In Figure 8 an overview is given of a typical Stage-Gate® system which guides the development process 

of new products. It is vital to understand that the Stage-Gate® model is not a process of mandatory 

steps. The system is anything but linear, stages are allowed to overlap, and some development tasks 

require a backward iteration to previous stages. And, within the stages, there is much looping iterations, 

and back and forth interaction as the project progresses towards completion (Cooper, 2008). Within the 

stages information is gathered, analysed, and deliverables are made. At the gates those deliverables are 

reviewed in order to decide if the project should be continued, abandoned, or put on hold so more 

information can be gathered. More generally, the Stage-gate® model resembles a series of moments in 

which decision are made whether NPD projects are according the desired state of progression and what 

the following course of action should be. 

The most important goal of the more predictive NPD methods, like the Stage-Gate® model, is too reduce 

the uncertainty and ambiguity that exists in the project. A second goal is to reduce the possibility of the 

wrongfully spending of high development costs. In practice this is done by deploying gates and smaller 

periods of development iterations. Therefore, uncertainty and costs are easier to control and manage. 

And thus, better decision-making is possible about which NPD projects to prioritize or not, while 

simultaneously reducing the risk of spending resources in the wrong projects (Cooper, Edgett, & 

Kleinschmidt, 2002).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

But Robert Cooper himself acknowledges shortcomings of his Stage-gate® model (Cooper, 2014). The 

model attracted several criticisms including being too linear and rigid, not adaptive enough, and it does 

not encourage experimentation (Lenfle & Loch, 2010). Also, the gates employ to much structure and 

become mostly financially driven which results in a controlling and bureaucratic system that delivers 

loads of paperwork, checklists and non-value adding work tasks (Cooper, 2014).  

 

In response to these criticism two upgrades are implemented in the Stage-gate ®model family. First, the 

Next-Generation Stage-Gate® model was proposed which assembled the Stage-gate full®, Stage-gate 

Xpress®, and Stage-Gate Lite® models. The underlying rationale of this upgrade is that it has to become 

a scalable process which is capable to scale to suit different project risk levels (Cooper, 2008). Second, 

the triple A system is introduced by creating a Stage-gate® model which adheres to the following values: 

adaptability, agility, and acceleration. This system promises to operate leaner, faster, and more adaptive 

to changing environment requirements (Cooper, 2014). But empirical validation of these evolved 

practices seems to be lacking at this moment in time. 
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Figure 9, schematic overview of the gate dominant approach, adapted from (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 
2002) 

4.1.3.1 Gate-dominant approach 

The gates-dominant approach which is denoted in Figure 9, is based on having gated decision moments 

in an NPD process which divides the innovation process into distinct stages. The gate-dominant 

approach uses these gates and transforms them into two-part decisions (Cooper, Edgett, & 

Kleinschmidt, 2000). In which the first part reflects the go/kill decision based on pre-set criteria. The 

second part prioritizes the project relative to all other projects within the portfolio. In practice, the 

decision-makers first decide whether the single project receives a go or kill decision, and in the case of 

a go decision than the resources are allocated (Cooper, 2009). This approach is deemed the best practice 

for large firms with a fairly static NPD portfolio`s which operate with a solid NPD gating process (Cooper, 

Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2001). The focus is on in-depth reviews of individual projects and IPM is simply 

added to the whole NPD process by simply modifying the gates (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2002). 

 

The gate dominant approach emphasises single project decision making. Decisions are made at the 

gates regarding single project evaluation to provide an in-depth review, one project at the time (Cooper, 

Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2001). The gates dominate the approach because go/kill, prioritization, and 

resource allocation decision are all made in real time right at the gate meeting, in which the 

development team walks away with the needed resources to continue their project. But other projects 

are not discussed and reprioritized at the gates, only the vocal NPD project is provided with a relative 

priority against all other present in the portfolio (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2002). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1.3.2 Portfolio-review approach 

Next to the gate-dominant approach, IPM can be applied via the portfolio-review approach in which 

every project must compete against one and other for the available resources (Cooper, Edgett, & 

Kleinschmidt, 2002). This approach is more holistic by looking at the entire portfolio, but less in depth 

at the specific projects. In this approach all NPD projects are discusses and are at risk of being 

terminated. This portfolio-review approach applies the same tools and models as the gate-dominant 

approach, but with a different perspective.  

 

The portfolio-review approach which is depicted in Figure 10, is applied with a lower frequency (once 

every quarter) than the gate-dominant approach (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2002). Senior 

management makes decision regarding go/kill and prioritization of NPD projects, in which all projects 

are weighted simultaneously. This approach is the best fit for fast-paced companies which operate in 

volatile markets which have more dynamic portfolio`s. In this situation constant reprioritization of the 
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Figure 10, overview of the portfolio review approach, adapted from (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2002) 

Answer to literature question 1: 

What is innovation portfolio management and what are its objectives? 

 

Effective IPM is vital for successful product innovation in which strategic choices define the allocation of 

company resources with focus on the right NPD initiatives. Therefore, IPM is the decision-making process in 

which resources are allocated to the most promising NPD projects relative to all other existing or new NPD 

projects within the innovation portfolio. The management of the portfolio of innovation projects is all about 

the actual decision-making process regarding which new or existing NPD projects will be expanded or 

abandoned, put on hold, or accelerated to market. In IPM primarily three decisions are continuously made 

concurrently: the allocation of R&D portfolio resources among the projects, aligning projects with the 

corporate strategy, and finding a good balance within the portfolio.  

 

The objectives of IPM are to end up with a portfolio which acquires maximal value, is strategically aligned, 

balanced across important company specific criteria, and consists of the right number of projects according 

to what is feasible within the available resources. These objectives are depicted in more detail in Table 4. 

 

NPD portfolio is vital because competitive circumstances are constantly changing (Cooper, Edgett, & 

Kleinschmidt, 2002).  

 

This approach uses the gates of a gated NPD process in a different way as opposed to the gate-dominant 

approach. Go/kill or prioritization decision made at a portfolio review moments are executed in the 

following gate-decision moment of that specific project. Successive gates act merely as checks to assess 

if the project is one time, quality of the work, and if the business case and projects are still in good 

shape. If this is not the case, then the project can be killed at the following gate or recycled to the 

previous stage (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2001). Therefore, the portfolio-review approach 

automatically checks if the gates are functioning like the are supposed to do (Cooper, Edgett, & 

Kleinschmidt, 2001). Because if the gates are operating like they are intended to, the portfolio should 

take care of itself. 
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4.2 WHAT IS AGILE AND WHAT ARE ITS OBJECTIVES? 
Agile is known as an NPD management method which seems to be the best fit for fast-paced and 

competitive business environments (Serrador & Pinto, 2015). Firms which believe that they should work 

according to agile management approaches actually want their firms to acquire more agility (Kettunen, 

2012). Companies decide to shift their way of work to adhere to some practical instance of agility which 

in practice are referred to as agile methods. The agile methods can today be one of many 

methodologies. These different agile methods have evolved over the years since they were introduced 

around late 1990`s in the software development sector (Cohen, Lindvall, & Costa, 2004). But there is 

much inconsistency and a lack of clarity between the definitions of agility and agile NPD management 

(Conforto, Salum, Amaral, Silva, & de Almeida, 2014; Cohen, Lindvall, & Costa, 2004; Conboy, 2009). 

Moreover, there seems to be a lack of understanding of what constitutes agility, and how this concept 

defines the rationale of agile methods (Abrahamsson, Conboy, & Wang, 2009; Conboy, 2009; Conforto, 

et al., 2016). This section will investigate how agile, which encompasses several tools and methods, 

considers to improve the performance of NPD by promoting agility (Conforto, et al., 2016). 

4.2.1 Agile development 

Seventeen representatives of so-called “light-weight methods” met in a ski-resort in Utah in 2001 (Beck, 

et al., 2001). These light-weight methods are for example Extreme-programming (XP), Scrum, Lean 

Software Development (LD), Feature-driven Development (FDD), Crystal, and many other software 

development approaches. The representatives tried to achieve some common ground how to move 

beyond predictive development. Because the predictive methods, like Waterfall and Stage-gate®, where 

increasingly unable to cope with fast pacing of industry and technology (Cohen, Lindvall, & Costa, 2004). 

The predictive methods led to many business and technical NPD efforts failures in which the delivered 

software no longer meet market or user requirements at its moment of launch. 

 

In the article of Serrador & Pinto (2015), a good example of such a failure is given: “Motorola`s multi-

billion-dollar Iridium project … could be considered a success on the basis it was ‘on time’ and ‘on budget’ 

from an engineering point of view but was a catastrophic commercial failure because it did not adjust to 

what was being learned about the changing business environment. The project team and management 

at Motorola failed to see that during the course of the project, quickly expanding cell phone networks 

would undercut Iridium`s satellite phone business model” (Serrador & Pinto, 2015, p. 1401). This example 

clearly denotes the need of NPD methods to be able to adapt to volatile market and user requirements 

to remain competitive in changing markets. 

 

It was during the earlier indicated ski-trip that these representative all together harmoniously agreed 

on the main principles of what was to become ‘agile’ and together singed the agile manifesto (Cohen, 

Lindvall, & Costa, 2004; Beck, et al., 2001). Naming themselves the ‘Agile Alliance’ and referring to one 

and other as ‘Agilites’ (Beck, et al., 2001). Thus, agile methods are often incorrectly perceived as 

revolutionary and that they are based upon the agile manifesto (Conboy, 2009). Actually, the agile 

manifesto denotes the main values of what constitutes the communalities of software developing agility 

(Cohen, Lindvall, & Costa, 2004; Conboy, 2009; Beck, et al., 2001; Conforto, et al., 2016). To truly 

understand what the core concept of “working agile “entails, it is vital to denote the founding principles 

of agile. The agile manifesto embodies twelve principles which are depicted in Table 5.  
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Table 5, Agile principles adapted from the Agile Manifesto (Beck, et al., 2001) 

These principles must be considered when developing software to achieve development agility. The 

agile values are operationalized in four ways (Dingsøyr, Nerur, Balijepally, & Moe, 2012). First, by 

employing self-organized teams a distinctive move towards collaborative development is made which 

provides more autonomy to team members. Therefore, tasks of managers are increasingly becoming 

responsibilities of the whole team. Second, a lean mentality is a dominant part of the process, implying 

that unnecessary work needs to be minimized. Third, users are actively involved to shape and guide the 

development towards the end product. Fourth, there is a common understanding that uncertainty 

within the development process is a normal phenomenon (Dingsøyr, Nerur, Balijepally, & Moe, 2012). 

 

By discounting all the hype around agile which occurs today, what remains are seventeen people in a 

ski-resort in Utah over a decade ago calling each other ‘agilites’. They envisioned a way of work which 

was a reaction to predictive, rationalized, and a more engineering-based approach. The so-called 

‘traditionalists’ adhered to predictive methods which advocate extensive planning and solid & detailed 

processes to make development predictable and efficient (Boehm & Turner, 2004). They commonly 

belief that for every problem there exists a single static optimal solution. By contrast, ‘agilites’ address 

unpredictability and uncertainty by relying on people and their creativity rather than some detailed, 

unwieldy, and cumbersome bureaucratic process (Dingsøyr & Dyba, 2008). Agile is about feedback and 

frequent changes and embracing these changes rather than rejecting them by stating all product 

requirements up-front as static entities (Williams & Cockburn, 2003). The ‘agilites’ commonly belief that 

for every problem, a multitude of small incremental ‘good-enough’ solutions will in the end provide 

better results. 

Agile principles 

Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous 

delivery of valuable software 

Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile processes 

harness change for the customers competitive advantage 

Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of 

months, with a preference to the shorter timescale 

Businesspeople and developers must work together daily throughout the project 

Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environment and 

support they need, and trust them to get the job done 

The most efficient and effective methods of conveying information to and with a 

development team is face-to-face conversation 

Working software is the primary measure of progress 

Agile processes promote sustainable development. The sponsor, developers, and 

users should be able to maintain a constant pace indefinitely 

Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances agility. 

Simplicity – the art of maximizing the amount of work not done – is essential 

The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from self-organizing 

teams 

At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective, then 

tunes and adjusts its behaviour accordingly 
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Epic

Feature Feature

Figure 11, agile hierarchy of interaction between top-down epics & features and 
bottom-up features and sprints 

At its core, the agile manifesto provides four values which need to be adhered to when designing 

software (Beck, et al., 2001). The twelve principles are ways to enable these four values and together 

they constitute what it entails to work agile: 

- Individuals and interaction over process and tools; 

- Working software over comprehensive documentation; 

- Customer collaboration over contract negotiation; 

- Responding to change over following a plan. 

 

It is vital not to dismiss the final remark in the agile manifesto: “while there is value in the items on the 

right, we value the items on the left more” (Beck, et al., 2001, p. 1). Indicating that for example working 

software is deemed more important and acts as the principle of progress, this does not inherently mean 

that there is no longer any documentation. Agile development allows and still requires the use of 

processes & tools, documentation, contracts, and following a pre-defined plan. All these actions are just 

no longer the main principle of doing business as was the case in predictive development. 

 

More practical, an agile method breaks the NPD process into a series of short iterative incremental 

development cycles, called sprints, which applies four main components (Schwaber, 2004). The first 

component is the sprint planning meeting where at the beginning of each sprint the teams agrees on 

the work to be done during this period. The second component is the daily scrum sessions in which the 

team has stand-up meetings to discuss the course of development and if there are any impediments in 

the work. Third, a demo of the developed work is shown at the end of the sprint which acts as main 

principle of progress. The developed artefact is demonstrated to the user of the product so that they 

can react if this is actually what they need. The fourth and last component is the retrospective meeting 

which is held to review how the team worked together and where the team can improve (Schwaber, 

2004).  

 

During these development cycles, the product or software under development are organized through a 

hierarchy of agile levels which decomposes tasks from broad descriptions into smaller and more precise 

work tasks. In this agile hierarchy the objectives are often called epics which are decomposed into 

features which on their part are further decomposed into product backlog items. Epics and features can 

be interpreted as more broad and high-level units whilst product backlog items are concise and describe 

actual development task done by engineers. In Figure 11, the interaction between the higher-level epic 

and lower level sprint iteration is depicted, in which the circular symbol represent backlog items 

produced in sprint development cycles. Features either originate from top-down or bottom-up and 

taken together they define the functionalities of the epic. 
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4.2.2 Objectives of agile 

Agile is commonly referred to as an NPD management philosophy, but contrary to this belief agile 

constitutes the practical instances of the concept of development agility (Conboy, 2009). Meaning that 

for example the agile methods known as Scrum or XP contribute to and operationalize development 

agility. The seventeen representatives which singed the manifesto back in 2001, found communalities 

between their so-called lightweight development methods. It was in this moment that they categorized 

their methods as “agile”, a term which decades later resonates in every echelon of successful businesses 

(Williams & Cockburn, 2003; Dingsøyr, Nerur, Balijepally, & Moe, 2012). Indicating that the practical 

instance are named agile and they operationalize development agility.  

 

A definition of agility is presented in the article of Conforto, et al., (2016), in which they tried to converge 

towards a construct which clearly describes the definition of organizational agility. Their definition 

proposes that organizational agility is the ability of the team because in the end organizational agility, 

which encompasses manufacturing agility & development agility, is delivered by a technical 

development team which has the capacity to change the course quickly (Conforto, et al., 2016).  The 

complete definition of organizational agility: “Agility is the project team`s ability to quickly change the 

project plan as a response to customer or stakeholder needs, market or technology demands in order to 

achieve better project and product performance in an innovative and dynamic project environment” 

(Conforto, et al., 2016, p.667). 

The most profound definition of development agility is stated in the study of Conboy(2009), in which 

they successfully created a taxonomy of development agility. The research presented in this thesis 

adopts the definition of Conboy (2009) of development agility, because the focus of this research is 

confined to development activities and not organizational wide agility as proposed by Conforto, et al., 

(2016).  

 

In the study of Conboy(2009) agility is conceptualized to include and expand on flexibility and leanness. 

In which flexibility relates to the ability to create change, either proactively or reactively. And leanness 

captures user value through perceived economic, quality, and simplistic means. Therefore, the 

definition of software development agility by Conboy (2009, p. 340) states: “the continual readiness to 

rapidly or inherently create change, proactively or reactively embrace change, and learn from change 

while contributing to perceived customer value (economy, quality, and simplicity), through its collective 

components and relationships with its environment”. This definition of development agility is important 

because it depicts the core values of what it means to work agile. Therefore, the objectives of 

development agility actually shows the main objectives which every agile method wants to adhere to 

but does so in different practical ways. The taxonomy of agile development agility provided by Conboy 

(2009), clearly depicts the objectives of what it means to work agile and are presented in Table 6. 
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Answer to literature question 2: 

What is agile and what are its objectives? 

 

Agile approaches NPD such that it allows and embraces volatile changing user requirements, relies on frequent 

feedback in close contact with the users, and delivers incremental improvements through short iterative 

development cycles. There are a multitude of practical agile methodologies which all attempt to achieve a 

higher level of development agility of the company but do so in different practical ways. Therefore, the 

objective of each agile methodology is to adhere and contribute to the development agility of the innovation 

capabilities of an organization. 

 

More specifically, objectives of an agile method are to increase the NPD flexibility & adaptiveness by being 

continuously ready for creation, pro-action, reaction, and learning from changes in the requirements and user 

needs. Also, the objectives of agile methods are to assure that NPD project economy, quality, and simplicity is 

defined according to leanness which is sufficiently enough for the specific user however that user perceives it. 

And the objective of agile methods is to always have an adaptive development nature which is operationalized 

by development iterations with small incremental improvements to the product. The objectives of agile are 

depicted in Table 6. 

Taxonomy development agility 

To be agile, a method must contribute to 

one or more of the following: 

Creation of change 

Pro-action in advance of change 

Reaction to change 

Learning from change 

To be agile, a method must contribute to 

one or more of the following, and must not 

detract from any: 

Perceived economy 

Perceived quality 

Perceived simplicity 

To be agile, a method component must be continually ready i.e. minimal time and cost to 

prepare the component for use 

Table 6, Taxonomy of software development agility, adapted from (Conboy, 2009) 

 

In the first column of Table 6 depicting the agility taxonomy the creation, pro-action, reaction, and 

learning from change addresses the flexibility & adaptiveness aspects which defines agility. The second 

column reflects leanness which constitutes that economy, quality, and simplicity is defined sufficiently 

enough for the specific user, however this user perceives it. The last section reflects the emergent 

development nature of agility which is operationalized by development iterations with small 

incremental improvements (Conboy, 2009). The term agile will in the remainder of this research refer 

to any practical agile NPD method which adheres to the definition and objectives of development agility. 

Therefore this research will uncover the interfacing between the true nature of development agility and 

IPM without confining the study by taking the perspective of any practical agile NPD model. 
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4.3 WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE STAGE-GATE® MODEL AND AGILE? 
Stage-gate® and agile are two different NPD approaches with opposing perspectives towards product 

or software innovation. Stage-gate® is a holistic, top-down, idea-to-launch system with a macroplanning 

perspective. Whilst agile incorporates a bottom-up, microplanning perspective with the focus mostly 

but not exclusively on development and testing phase of NPD (Cooper, 2016).  

 

Agile deals with constant changes by employing close user involvement through frequent feedback 

loops and the planning & controlling of the development period occurs by short iterative cycles (Chow 

& Dac-Buu, 2008). Agile NPD delivers fast and frequent intermediate results in which the delivered 

artefacts consist of working increments (Cohen, Lindvall, & Costa, 2004). In Stage-gate® planning and 

control of NPD is performed by dividing the whole development in stages with milestones and 

deliverables which are pre-defined and based upon static user requirements described in extensive up-

front documentation (Cooper, 2008). In this way, Stage-gate® controls the probability of the wrongful 

spending of development costs by breaking down NPD uncertainty is smaller easier to handle portions 

(Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2001). Contrary, agile accepts NPD uncertainty as a normal 

phenomenon and does not actively tries to reduce it at the start or during development. In agile, NPD 

uncertainty is incrementally reduced by delivering small and frequent intermediate results which are 

developed in close contact with the user (Dingsøyr & Dyba, 2008). But the goal is never to reduce all 

NPD uncertainties, the existence of frequent changes and volatile user requirements are accepted and 

dealt with. Thus in general Stage-gate® attempts to minimize the possibility that changes in the 

requirements occur, whilst agile minimizes the effect that the changes in requirements can have on NPD 

efficiency (Karlström & Runeson, 2005).  

 

The difference between how Stage-gate® and agile deal with NPD uncertainty is reflected in the nature 

of the development cycles. The development cycles of Stage-gate® are long-period sequential phases 

of which the required deliverables at the gates are pre-determined (Karlström & Runeson, 2005). The 

long-periods are used to produce fact-based analyses which are described in extensive reports which 

will later act as gate-deliverables. These gate deliverables will serve as the principle of progress and are 

assessed by senior management (Cooper, 2014). Contrary, in agile the development cycles are short 

and frequent, and the principle of progress is a working prototype (Cooper, 2014). The working 

prototype is assessed by the user instead of the senior management as is the case in Stage-gate®. This 

results in Stage-gate® having clear interfacing internal and external of the NPD team that communicates 

the outcomes of the development efforts towards the decision-makers sponsoring the goal of the NPD 

initiative (Karlström & Runeson, 2005). This clear interfacing external of the team is based upon the gate 

deliverables which are presented to and assessed by senior management in their role as gatekeepers. 

In contrast, agile is organizational wise internally focussed with limited interfacing external of the 

development team. The short iterations that provide agile its adaptability and flexibility are great for 

mapping the work for the development team, but this short-term focus makes it difficult to keep the 

long-term objective in sight (Cooper & Sommer, 2018). 

 

Success is measured in agile from the perspective of the end-user of the product, but not from the 

perspective of the organization (Sweetman & Conboy, 2018). The success of an agile team is defined by 

delivering customer value however the customer defines it (Abrahamsson, Conboy, & Wang, 2009). 

Contrary, success in Stage-gate® is measured from an organizational perspective by establishing to what 

extent the gate-deliverables adheres to pre-set criteria and in the end how well the final product and 
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the whole development period is within budget and on time (Cooper, 2008).  Stage-gate® employs a 

static voice of the customer in which the user needs are defined by single verification and validation 

moment which are then denoted in large upfront requirements documents. In Stage-gate® the 

verification ensures that the working product reflects the original requirements, validation assures that 

final product satisfies the envisioned strategic direction (Karlström & Runeson, 2006). While in agile the 

voice of the customer is of a dynamic nature with continuous verification and validation, at the end of 

every development iteration cycle. In agile, sometimes only in the beginning an upfront requirements 

document is made, but the comprehensiveness of this document varies per specific agile application 

and is much less detailed as compared to typical Stage-gate® requirement documents (Cooper & 

Sommer, 2016). In agile, documentation, processes and tools are used, but they are not the primary 

means of communication, interaction-based communication is always the leading way to transfer 

knowledge which is in adherence with the twelve main values of agile (Schwaber, 2004). 

 

As mentioned before, in Agile the principle of progress is a developed prototype on which the user can 

constantly reflect and develop their needs. The interfacing of this communication is often very tacit and 

is largely based upon face-to-face communication (Cooper, 2014). Adversely, in Stage-gate® gate-

deliverables are the main principle of progress in which the communication is largely performed via 

processes & tools, through extensive documentation, and reporting.  The tools applied in agile are of a 

dynamic nature and are clearly depict the status of development at any moment in time because they 

are automatically and frequently updated. The development effort of the team is constantly tracked 

and monitored with mostly three visual scheduling and tracking tools (Schwaber, 2004). First, the agile 

backlog is a list of prioritized features which described added functionality to the product. More 

specifically there is also a sprint backlog in which the features are more technically detailed, listed and 

prioritized. Second, the Kanban board organizes the work for the sprint according to some progress 

stages: to do, in progress, review, and done. And third, the burndown chart is a graph which displays 

the sprint period versus the total time of all tasks which applies the metric called velocity that denotes 

the number of features completed at the end of the sprint (Schwaber, 2004).  

 

These tools differ from Stage-gate® because they are based upon the current status of development 

and can change with every iteration cycle. Agile is based on a more “plan and build on the fly” type of 

approach which constitutes that the inherent tendency to control variations though business processes 

is futile (Cooper, 2016). In Stage-gate®, the nature of the tools and documentation applied are very 

static and result in less trust in those tools relative to agile methods and tools (Sommer, Hedegaard, 

Dukovska-Popovska, & StengerJensen, 2015). Because of the static nature and often large size, the 

documents are inflexible and difficult to keep updated and become a burden to maintain for the team 

(Sommer, Hedegaard, Dukovska-Popovska, & StengerJensen, 2015). Agile tools are made to evolve over 

the progression of the development period, but they do not aim for full detailed clarity of the situation. 

This indicates that management must accept a lesser element of control and the fact that changes are 

coming and need to be handled with. 

 

In Stage-gate® the management of NPD is the full responsibility of a project manager (Cooper, 2016). 

But often the project managers and the team are not dedicated to the specific NPD projects, managers 

and members can be assigned to work on multiple projects. Also, teams in Stage-gate® are cross-

functional meaning that they incorporate members from various organizational functions (Cooper, 

2014). Contrary, in agile the teams are fully dedicated to the NPD initiative but there is no project 
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Answer to literature question 3: 

What are the differences between Stage-gate® and agile? 

 

Stage-gate® attempts to minimize the chance that changes in the requirements will occur, whilst agile 

minimizes the effect that the changes in requirements will have on the NPD project. Agile embraces NPD 

uncertainty as a normal phenomenon, whilst Stage-gate® tries to actively reduce it by describing as much 

project information as possible upfront in extensive fact-based formal requirement documents. Stage-gate® is 

a predictive approach towards NPD in which the functionality is fixed and project time and budget are flexible. 

Contrary, agile is a modern customer-driven approach towards NPD in which project time and budget are fixed 

and the functionality remains flexible. Stage-gate® is a holistic, top-down, idea-to-launch system with a 

macroplanning perspective. Whilst agile incorporates a bottom-up, microplanning perspective with the focus 

mostly but not exclusively on development and testing phase of NPD. All indicated differences between the 

Stage-gate® and agile are depicted in Table 7. 

manager (Williams & Cockburn, 2003). Project management tasks are given to the team, to create 

empowered and autonomously operating teams. Indicating that the teams are fully responsible for their 

planning and the setting, creation, and realization of deliverables (Schwaber, 2004). But because of the 

small timeframe and frequent user interaction, these tasks are less complex compared to Stage-gate® 

(Cooper, 2016). Lastly, agile teams are in most cases not cross-functional, but rather exists of developers 

which are mostly technically disciplined (Karlström & Runeson, 2005). 

 

In general, agile reduces the effects that changes will have on NPD efficiency, whilst Stage-gate® reduces 

the chance of changes occurring. Stage-gate® attempts, in phases, to reduce as much NPD uncertainty 

as possible, by extensive research which concludes in fact-based requirement documents. Agile only 

reduces NPD uncertainty incrementally with iterative development, where it is beneficial to a specific 

user. The encountered differences between Stage-gate® and agile NPD approaches are denoted in Table 

7. 
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 Stage-Gate® Agile Reference 

Fundamental 
assumption 

Projects are fully specifiable, 
predictable, and can be built 
through extensive planning 

Adaptive development by small 
autonomous teams using continuous 

incremental design improvements and 
testing on rapid feedback and change 

(Nerur, Mahapatra, & 
Mangalaraj, 2005) 

Organizational 
structure 

Bureaucratic, hierarchical 
with high formalization 

Organic, flexible, and participative 
encouraging cooperative social action 

(Cooper, 2014) 

Management 
style 

Command and control Leadership and collaboration 
(Conboy, Coyle, Wang, 
& Pikkarainen, 2011) 

Project 
management 

Dedicated project managers 
Responsibility of the self-organised 

team 
(Boehm & Turner, 

2005) 

Team 
composition 

Not dedicated cross-
functional team 

Fully dedicated technical developer 
team 

(Boehm & Turner, 
2004) 

Team interfacing 
Clear interfacing internal and 

external 
Only clear interfacing internal of team 

(Boehm & Turner, 
2005) 

Development 
cyclic nature 

Long periods sequential 
stages 

Short period iterative development 
cycles 

(Karlström & Runeson, 
2006) 

NPD scope Idea to launch 
Development and testing, can be 

expanded to pre-development 
(Cooper, 2016) 

Principle of 
progress 

Gate deliverables Working software (Cooper, 2014) 

Point of project 
approval 

90% defined 20% defined 
(Cooper & Sommer, 

2016) 

Product 
definition 

Extensive & fixed upfront 
sharp & early, and fact-

based 

Emergent in which the scope of 
functionality is flexible while time and 

budget scope are fixed 
(Cooper, 2014) 

Documentation 
Large upfront 

documentation 
Minimum amount of documentation: 

lean mentality 
(Karlström & Runeson, 

2006) 

Changes in 
requirements 

Minimize any possible 
changes in requirements 

Minimize the effect changes have at 
any moment in project progression 

(Karlström & Runeson, 
2005) 

Voice of the 
customer 

Static with single verification 
and validation 

Dynamic with continuous verification 
and validation 

(Cooper & Sommer, 
2016) 

Principal of 
communication 

Via processes and tools or 
through documentation & 

reports 
Face-to-face 

(Boehm & Turner, 
2005) 

Knowledge 
management 

Explicit and documented 
records 

Tacit and implicit face-to-face (Cooper, 2014) 

Planning 
perspective 

Macroplanning Microplanning 
(Conboy, Coyle, Wang, 
& Pikkarainen, 2011) 

Tools and 
methods 

Static tools e.g. Gantt chart, 
Milestones, Critical path 

planning 

Dynamic tools e.g. Product backlog, 
Burndown chart (velocity), prototype 

demonstration 

(Cooper, 2016; 
Sommer, Hedegaard, 

Dukovska-Popovska, & 
StengerJensen, 2015)  

Table 7, differences between Stage-gate and agile NPD methods 
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4.4 IS IPM NEEDED IN AGILE NPD? 
Finding an answer to the question if IPM is actually needed in agile NPD, several shortcomings of agile 

NPD are listed in this section. These limitations of agile NPD are provided because they can potentially 

be solved with effective application of IPM.  

 

First, within the standard components of agile there is not a clearly defined and dedicated gated 

decision-moment in which NPD initiatives are approved or killed. In the sprint review of agile, the 

current version of the developed prototype is demonstrated to allow the user to reflect their needs 

(Abrahamsson, Conboy, & Wang, 2009). But this does not reflect a decision moment in which an NPD 

initiative will be terminated or accelerated to commercialization (Cooper, 2016). Rather, the sprint 

review has the intention to further attune the product towards the needs of that specific user 

(Schwaber, 2004).  

 

Second, up-front requirement documents and/or processes and tools which depict a longer-term plan 

or objective are used within agile, but they are not the primary means of communication. Therefore 

they get easily dismissed over face-to-face communication with the specific user (Dingsøyr, Nerur, 

Balijepally, & Moe, 2012). Consequently ,these products will in a myopic type of way become dedicated 

to a specific user. The question if those small incremental developments will lead to an end product 

which is good for the organization, remains unanswered (Sweetman & Conboy, 2013). Moreover, if fast 

development delivering frequent small incremental upgrades is not well managed the contribution of 

the small increments to the NPD goal, or even organizational goal can easily be lost out of sight 

 

Third, success within an agile NPD approach is measured according the perception of the specific user 

(Sweetman & Conboy, 2018). Agile NPD is therefore more aligned to specific user needs, but less aligned 

to a mutual strategic direction of the company (Boehm & Turner, 2005). Agile methods advocate the 

concept of leanness according the objectives of development agility. Therefore, business and product 

success is defined relative to how well that specific user perceives it (Conboy, 2009). IPM research 

denotes that having a mutual strategic direction which all NPD projects adhere to will in the end be 

more beneficial for the firm as a whole (Kester, Hultink, & Griffin, 2014). Moreover, improved NPD 

success which is often associated with agile does not automatically ensure the same improvements at 

the portfolio level (Stettina & Hörz, 2015). Because portfolio`s are much more complex than single NPD 

and therefore individual success does not guarantee portfolio success (Conboy, Coyle, Wang, & 

Pikkarainen, 2011).  

 

Fourth, agile project teams work in isolation and have poor communication external of the team which 

results in separation of concerns between the team and senior management (Karlström & Runeson, 

2006). Also, there is no direct leader or project manager in agile, which could communication the 

interests of company stakeholders which are sponsoring the NPD initiative (Williams & Cockburn, 2003). 

Agile is deemed to not be strategic enough and may be to short-term focused (Boehm & Turner, 2005). 

The short iterations that give agile its adaptability are excellent for depicting what the team should do 

each week, but this very narrow and short focus makes it difficult to uphold a strategic direction (Cooper 

& Sommer, 2018).  
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Fifth, in Agile a product owner is responsible of the management and direction of the subject under 

development. A product owners facilitates the NPD process, manages the different stakeholders of the 

NPD effort (top-management and users), and steers the development direction of the team (Schwaber, 

2004). These activities do resemble common IPM topics or practices. But they consist of tacit and face-

to-face communication and are all within the belief and understanding of a single person. IPM is a 

decision-making process where prioritisation and investment decision regarding NPD projects are made, 

then if these decision are based upon the beliefs and knowledge of a few persons this might not 

satisfactorily support IPM validity and reliability throughout the whole company. So, in agile NPD there 

is a need that IPM decision-making occurs in a more valid and reliable way from an organizational wide 

perspective. Also, agile attempts to hide much of its complexity regarding product and requirements 

management into simply using a backlog. Resulting in product ownership, which is the responsibility of 

an agile product owner, to become a challenging aspect of agile NPD (Sweetman & Conboy, 2018).  

 

Sixth, within the domain of IPM, having a portfolio mindset implies that managers have a complete 

oversight of the entire innovation portfolio, and expert knowledge of the content of each individual NPD 

initiative (Kester, Hultink, & Griffin, 2014). According to the study of Kester et. al., (2011), firms that are 

most effective in IPM decision-making do so by having a portfolio mindset. The concept of having a 

portfolio mindset within a firm embodies the principle that managers have oversight where each NPD 

is located in the development cycle. This is vital for the managers to be able to quickly detect and resolve 

potential issues. Top management which takes decisions from a portfolio mindset have both an 

oversight and in-depth knowledge of the individual NPD efforts, which helps them understand how to 

diversify risk across the entire portfolio (Kester, Hultink, & Griffin, 2014). Contrary, in the agile mindset 

authority is given to the cross-functional and autonomously operating NPD team. Agile teams have less 

need to be managed or report on their progress. And thus, the vital function of managers employing a 

portfolio mindset within IPM seems to be lost in NPD environments which are agile. Because the 

portfolio mindset requires managers to have oversight of the portfolio and insight in each specific agile 

initiative. This crucial part of IPM seems to be in direct conflict with the whole understanding of agile. 

Therefore, in agile there seems to be a lack of portfolio oversight from the top-down perspective of 

management (Stettina & Schoemaker, 2018). So the bottom-up perspective of agile seems to 

complicate having oversight from an organizational perspective, which can be alleviated with the use of 

IPM practices. 

 

In conclusion the answer to the question if IPM is needed in agile NPD is yes, but in a different way as 

predictive IPM. The practices of IPM are required in agile because in agile there is a lack of long-term 

objectives and if there is a long-term plan it is easily lost out of sight due to frequent feedback from a 

specific user in a myopic type of way (Stettina & Hörz, 2015). The practices of IPM need to be applied in 

a different approach, because agile challenges IPM with fast & frequent delivery of intermediate results, 

frequent feedback loops with the user, and a different mindset (Stettina & Schoemaker, 2018). Also, the 

NPD data and applied tools & methods differ in terms of comprehensiveness, agile tools are less detailed 

and fact-based but more dynamic. Therefore, instead of simply abandoning predictive IPM, its model 

and practices should in some way be combined with agile (Dingsøyr & Dyba, 2008). 
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Answer to literature question 4: 

Is IPM needed in Agile NPD? 

 

Yes, IPM is needed in agile NPD although with a different approach as compared to predictive NPD. In agile 

NPD there is a lack of long-term objectives and if there is a long-term plan it is easily lost out of sight due to 

frequent feedback from a specific user in a myopic type of way. The practices of IPM need to be applied in 

different means because agile challenges IPM with fast & frequent delivery of intermediate results, frequent 

feedback loops with the user, and a different mindset. Also, the project data and applied tools & methods 

differ in terms of comprehensiveness. Agile tools are less detailed and fact-based but more dynamic and 

attuned to the actual situation. Therefore, instead of simply abandoning predictive IPM, its model and 

practices should in some way be combined with agile NPD practices. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.5 WHAT IS CURRENTLY KNOWN ABOUT AGILE IPM? 
Several approaches towards applying IPM in portfolios of agile NPD have been encountered in literature. 

First, so far three studies address agile IPM from the perspective of IPM and how it should be performed 

in agile NPD (Sweetman & Conboy, 2018; Stettina & Hörz, 2015; Ahmad et al., 2016). Second, a stream 

of literature attempts to eliminate the shortcomings of agile by integrating agile NPD in the original 

Stage-gate® model and thereby creating agile-stage-gate hybrid frameworks (Cooper, 2016; Cooper & 

Sommer, 2018; Conforto & Amaral, 2016). Third, in practice several frameworks are created which scale 

agile NPD practices towards the enterprise level and thereby include some attempt towards IPM 

(Dingsøyr & Moe, 2014; Heikkilä et al., 2017; Rautiainen, von Schantz, & Vähäniitty, 2011).  

4.5.1 Stage-gate hybrid frameworks 

Regarding the agile-stage-gate hybrid frameworks, large empirical validation seems to be missing since 

most of the articles are explorations of what the potential benefits could be (Cooper, 2016; Cooper & 

Sommer, 2016; Sommer et al., 2015). But they do promise to potentially resolve issues between agile 

and IPM because they claim to provide a healthy tension between fixed planning and iterative problem-

solving (Cooper, 2016; Sommer et al., 2015). The study of Conforto & Amaral (2016) implies that the 

hybrid models contribute to NPD performance, but the positive results are limited and are missing 

detailed knowledge on how these models work together most efficiently. The study of Sommer et al., 

2015, provides that the performance inputs of an agile-stage-gate hybrid model is increased flexbility, 

communication and that it results in a better fit between process and tools applied in NPD. But, more 

importantly, they indicate the most potent source of improvements result from agile values and use of 

agile tools. More specifically , the effects of visualizations, tacit face-to-face communicative interactions, 

knowledge sharing, and increased team autonomy are most imporant. So, agile seems to be improving 

Stage-gate®, but it remains unknown if bringing the gates into agile positively support IPM. In the 

research of Karlström & Runeson (2005, 2006) they conclude that it is possible to successfully integrate 

gates with an agile NPD process but only through complete isolation of development teams. Isolation 

of the agile teams is a well-known issue which contributes to the lack of transparency which complicates 

effective management in agile NPD. Therefore, based on this limited knowledge, hybrid models do not 

seem to be helping with applying IPM in agile NPD from the knowledge provided from the encountered 

literature.   
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4.5.2 Scaled agile frameworks 

The scaled-agile frameworks emerged from practice being promoted by consultants and practitioners 

(Heikkilä, et al., 2017). For example, the most applied large-scale agile practices are known as the SAFE 

(Scaled Agile Framework) and LESS (Large Scale Scrum) frameworks (Dingsøyr & Moe, 2014; Leffingwell, 

2011; Larman & Vodde, 2010). These approaches attempt to apply agile practices to the whole 

organization, thereby often eliminating most of the predictive organizational structure and processes. 

With this perspective certain practices of agile like for example: feature prioritization in the backlog are 

expanded to the portfolio level, proposing that epics can be prioritized in the same way (Dingsøyr, Moe, 

Fægri, & Seim, 2018). For example, in the SAFE framework executives maintain portfolio vision at the 

portfolio level by defining and prioritizing their backlog and allocating resources according to certain 

investment themes (Ahmad, Lwakatare, Kuvaja, & Oivo, 2016). 

 

There was previously stated that predictive IPM practices should be modified towards agile NPD, but it 

remains unclear if the scaled-agile framework attempts are actually providing this. The frameworks only 

provide limited explanation on how the actual IPM decision process should be performed. In the study 

of Heikkilä, et al. (2017), IPM is defined as refining long-term product plans by managing features and 

release management. Implying that only the functionalities (features) within an epic are refined, but 

there is never a true decision moment in which epics are accelerated to market or terminated (Heikkilä, 

et al., 2017). More specifically, IPM is a decision-making process where prioritisation and investment 

decision are made in which resources are allocated to the most promising NPD (Cooper, 2008). This 

decision-making process does not appear to be present in most of the scaled-agile frameworks, or it is 

simply mentioned but the actual mechanisms are neglected. Simply scaling agile practices towards the 

portfolio level does not seem to resolve the complexities of practicing IPM in agile NPD processes 

(Sweetman & Conboy, 2018). Lastly, these existing attempt to apply IPM in an agile environment are 

criticised to be relentlessly top-down, overly complicated, rigid, and do not consider organizational or 

development agility (Sweetman & Conboy, 2018). 

 

Both the stage-gate-hybrid and scaled-agile-framework models provide means in which IPM is enabled 

in agile NPD. But neither takes the perspective of IPM and questions how IPM can be performed in agile 

NPD processes. Therefore, both the stage-gate-hybrid and scaled-agile-frameworks are out of scope for 

the remainder of this research. But since the existing scientific literature regarding these topics is 

applied in other sections of this research, it was deemed important to briefly introduce them. Also, it 

provides a broader knowledge and understanding of the complexities of applying IPM in agile 

environments. The question how IPM is performed in agile NPD processes will be further investigated 

in the following section. 

4.5.3 Advancements towards agile IPM 

The limited amount of literature discussing agile IPM is mostly of an exploratory nature by creating an 

inventory of which agile tools could be applied for portfolio management goals (Stettina & Hörz, 2015; 

Ahmad, Lwakatare, Kuvaja, & Oivo, 2016; Sweetman & Conboy, 2018). Agile challenges IPM because of 

the higher frequency of development iterations, higher frequency of user feedback loops, and the self-

managed nature of the teams (Stettina & Hörz, 2015). IPM assumes that systemic, formal, highly 

structured, and prescriptive approaches will be equally effective regardless of NPD context. However, 

with agile this is not the case as NPD initiatives are flexible and embrace change even towards the end 

of development (Sweetman & Conboy, 2018). Agile IPM is claimed to have a higher degree of complexity 
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and adaptiveness in the study of Sweetman & Conboy (2018). The higher level of complexity is a result 

of the increased number of interactions at the portfolio level, that is caused by the focus on the user. 

The increased need for adaptiveness at the portfolio level is a result of the iterative, dynamic, and 

autonomous character of agile NPD reflected in the portfolio level.  

 

The study of Stettina & Hörz (2015) implies that three aspects of agile NPD have implications on IPM 

which are routines, structures, and values. The implication on routines stimulates the need for higher 

frequency of management practices. Implying that agile IPM needs to be performed according the 

frequency of agile development iterations. Agile NPD implicates structural aspects of IPM caused by the 

self-managed and autonomous nature of agile teams. It is vital for agile NPD to have sufficient autonomy 

to change the direction of the NPD course (Sweetman & Conboy, 2018). Moreover, terminating agile 

NPD is problematic where user involvement, team autonomy, and volatile requirements continuously 

assist failing initiatives to justify their continued existence (Sweetman & Conboy, 2018). There can be 

serious impact on a team’s productivity if their NPD effort is terminated on the basis of some relative 

portfolio strategic and resource criteria, whilst they did positively adhere to budget and time criteria. 

Lastly, there is a need for increased shared value of the closer interaction, implying that management 

and development teams need to create a mutual understanding (Stettina & Hörz, 2015).  

 

The benefits which IPM deliver in an agile NPD process are visible in the four characteristics of agile IPM 

provided by the research of Stettina & Hörz (2015): 

- Transparency of resources and work items; 

- Close collaboration based on close interaction and artefacts which allow frequent feedback 

loops; 

- Commitment to strategically managed portfolio; 

- Removing tension in resource allocation and team capability building. 

 

The increased transparency of resources is mainly enhanced with use of strategic portfolio backlogs. 

And this can according to Stettina & Hörz (2015), be considered as the main link towards achieving 

development agility. However, it is true that backlogs are great, they do not indicate in which direction 

the company is going or even why this destination is important (Sweetman & Conboy, 2018). Business 

strategy plays a main role in agile IPM by directing and renewing the direction of communication clearly 

throughout the organization according to agile-centric values like responding to change over following 

a plan (Ahmad, Lwakatare, Kuvaja, & Oivo, 2016).  

 

The study of Ahmad et al. (2016), denotes that strategic direction is in both predictive and agile IPM 

mostly achieved by applying technology roadmaps in the decision-making process. But roadmaps are 

deemed the be challenging in agile IPM because of the longer timeframes they cover which are at odds 

with the short horizons of agile (Sweetman & Conboy, 2018). These challenges are reduced when tools 

like roadmaps adhere to agile ways of work with higher frequency of interactions and volatile changing 

requirements. The study of Ahmad et al. (2016), presents tools and methods applied in predictive and 

agile IPM. Their analysis indicates which tools from predictive IPM are still applied in agile to enable the 

main objectives of IPM. They imply that agile companies which practice IPM rely more on tools that 

provide immediate delivery of offerings and immediate feedback from users, like for example product 

demos, burn down charts, and ad hoc processes (Ahmad, Lwakatare, Kuvaja, & Oivo, 2016). 
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Answer to literature question 5: 

How is IPM performed in Agile NPD? 

 

It is only partly possible to answer this literature research question with the knowledge gained from the 

current state of scientific literature. At this moment in time it is known that agile IPM needs to be performed 

according the frequency of agile development iterations and must not detract from the self-managed and 

autonomous nature of the agile development teams. Furthermore, agile IPM must successfully provide 

oversight of the strategic direction of all agile NPD projects without detracting from the ability of Agile NPD 

to frequently change product functionality by frequent small incremental upgrades and short feedback loops 

with the user. 

Agile IPM needs mechanisms for simple, fast, and collective decision-making. Imposing decision top-

down from-out an organizational and strategic perspective on autonomously operating agile teams 

cannot be expected to be beneficial (Sweetman & Conboy, 2018). This can potentially be resolved with 

the use of software tooling which consolidates data, visualizes portfolio oversight, and automatically 

generates reports denoting quantitative metrics across the agile teams (Stettina & Schoemaker, 2018). 

Overall agile IPM is characterised by a balance of qualitative reviews and quantitative metrics. The 

qualitative reviews are socialisations of knowledge through frequent face-to-face meetings between the 

team and management. The quantitative metrics are collected and displayed with software tooling, and 

together they enable a transparent interfacing of strategy towards operations (Stettina & Schoemaker, 

2018). The limited research available are inventories of tools and techniques which agile companies 

apply which possible support IPM decision-making. This research lacks large-scale validation and is not 

well cited. So far, there is no in-depth study encountered into the mechanisms facilitating IPM in agile 

NPD. It remains largely unknown how the values and objectives of development agility relate to the 

practices and decision-making process of IPM.  
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5 EMPIRICAL RESEARCH: HOW IS IPM PERFORMED INCLUDING AGILE? 

Field research was initiated in this research to gather empirical data which extends upon the acquired 

scientific literature. Because the found scientific literature only partly describes which agile tools could 

potentially support IPM decision-making. Therefore, to expand upon this body of knowledge the 

empirical research is structured around answering the following research questions: 

6. Which agile unit is analysed and evaluated in agile IPM? 

7. How is knowledge transferred in agile IPM? 

8. What entails an agile IPM review moment? 

9. How are portfolio related decisions made in agile IPM? 

10. How does agile affect the objectives of IPM?  

 

The required data for this research was gathered from three different cases, each case is briefly 

introduced in Table 8 and Table 9, with a description of their NPD process, indication of size on behalf 

of the number of developers or engineers, whether they develop software or produce products, and 

which respondents have been interview per case. Furthermore, in this section answers will be provided 

to each empirical research question based upon the acquired information from field-research. 

5.1 CASE DESCRIPTION 
Cases resembles companies which fully organize their NPD process according to agile methodologies 

and simultaneously perform IPM, the investigated cases are denoted in Table 8. Due to confidentiality 

agreements the names of the organizations and interview respondents are not included. 

 

Case Description 
# Developers/ 

engineers 

Product 

type 

A 

An international operating advanced technology supplier in the 

healthcare sector which has its headquarters in the Netherlands. This 

company produces products and software for professional healthcare 

institutions, as well as customer health as homecare. Their agile NPD 

process follows the SAFE framework 

1400 

Software 

& 

Hardware 

B 

A large Dutch based telecommunications provider which supplies 

telecommunication, web based, application based, and software-

based services to private and business customers. Their agile 

methodology mostly resembles the SAFE framework combined with 

the Spotify model and integrated with company unique components  

1200 Software 

C 

A global operating institution with a strong European base with its 

head office in the Netherlands. Offering services to private individuals 

and businesses through applications, websites, software, and 

expertise & advise. They have developed their own unique agile 

methodology which incorporates portfolio management and is based 

upon best practices from a range of different agile methodologies e.g. 

Spotify model, SAFE, and Scrum. 

3000/4000 Software 

Table 8, empirical research case descriptions 
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At each case one or multiple respondents were questioned with the help of  semi-structured interviews. 

Respondents were selected on basis of their expertise in portfolio management and agile NPD and that 

they have combined both approaches towards NPD in practice for a reasonable period.  

 

Case Respondent Function title 
Experience 

[years] 

A 

1 R&D lead 2 

2 Systems lead 8 

3 PMO lead 4 

4 R&D group lead 6 

B 

1 Portfolio manager 9 

2 Manager Digital Portfolio 11 

3 Agile coach 4 

C 1 Expertise lead portfolio management 14 

Table 9, Respondent population applied in multiple-case study 

5.2 CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS 
At each case empirical data was gathered with three approaches which were interviews, process 

documentation, and meeting observation. The results of the cross-case analysis are discussed in this 

section, but specific notions of process documentation and meeting observations is purposively let out 

of this analysis but included in the final solution. Because the respondent believed that the revealing of 

the process documentation and being present in agile portfolio review moments would expose to much 

private information.  

 

The individual case results are depicted in appendix D, and the individual case analysis are denoted in 

appendix E. The following section depicts the found communalities, differences, and general findings 

between the cases which were subjected to empirical research. 

5.2.1 Agile IPM unit of analysis 

Across the cases there is no indication of a single unit of analysis for 

agile IPM decision-making. Each case employs a structure of 

decentralized decision-making which is deemed vital to develop and 

sustain development agility. The naming and framing of the different 

levels of agile units differ per case. But in general they resemble a 

high-level company management and several main strategic buckets. 

The strategic buckets provide a frame of reference for the design 

space of all underlying work in progress. These buckets are 

operationalized by epics that deliver a version of either a product or 

software. The epics are built up from with functionalities given to the 

end product by the user which are called features, and each feature 

is on its own decomposed into user stories which are developed by 

the agile teams per sprint. In figure 9, the decentralized unit of 

analysis is depicted from strategic buckets, to epics and features. 

 

Epic

Feature Feature

Strategic bucket

Figure 12, Agile NPD hierarchy 
consisting of strategic bucket, epics 

and features 
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Answer to empirical question 6: 

Which agile unit is analysed and evaluated in agile IPM? 

 

The unit of analysis of agile IPM is the top section of the agile NPD hierarchy which starts at a number of 

main strategic buckets which are decomposed into epics that are on their part decomposed into features. 

An agile unit is never analysed solely but always as parts of a larger agile hierarchy which is needed to deliver 

the specific business value based on how the agile units are prioritized as part of one and other. Agile IPM 

practices happen simultaneously at different agile unit levels and their ability to respond to change is enabled 

by granting high levels of autonomy and decentralized decision-making authority. Strategic buckets, epics, 

and features are evaluated based of the progress and performance within the frame of reference of their 

specific strategic bucket. 

At all cases for each agile unit the scope of the work to be done is variable whilst time and budget are 

fixed per time-boxed development period. To clarify, in agile NPD the teams are dedicated and fixed to 

their work task per time-boxed period. But the scope of the functionality which those teams produce 

remains variable for the remaining duration of the time-boxed development period. Strategic bucket 

are fixed quarterly, epics and features are fixed for smaller periods which adhere more to the iterative 

frequency of the sprints at the agile team level. Only at case A the variability of the delivered 

functionality differed, the scope of functionality per product remains variable up to two-third of the 

development period. After that period all user feedback received is put onto the backlog to be 

implemented in the following product version.  

 

At all cases the entire backlog from strategic direction towards the agile team doing the work, is 

perceived as the agile portfolio. A product is no longer perceived as a single entity within a larger 

portfolio. Rather, the whole hierarchy from strategic bucket towards work tasks and all layers in 

between are perceived to be a connected entity and is analysed as such in agile IPM. Therefore, an epic 

is never perceived as a solo entity and must always be considered to be part of an agile hierarchy. 

Therefore, an agile portfolio covers the whole hierarchy as well including several buckets which all have 

multiple epics and features. 

 

Each agile unit has the autonomy to decide their own way of work, therefore they also evaluate 

according to their own methodologies and processes. Most common is to evaluate the current status, 

progress, and performance of the work. In agile IPM the quality of the work or the work itself is never 

evaluated at portfolio review moments. Because this would implicate the level of autonomy and 

authority granted to agile units. But agile IPM decision-making is concerned with evaluating agile unit 

on their current status, progress, and the performance of that progress. 

 

At case C the level of decision-making autonomy can differ quite allot between strategic buckets and 

for each epic. At case A this autonomy was allot lower, because of the medical and high-tech nature of 

their products and the respective number of regulatory requirements those brought with them. Thus, 

the level of decision-making autonomy varies relative to the specific operating conditions of the 

company. This autonomy resembles a balance which allows companies to decide between flexibility and 

control, in which more autonomy results in higher adapting to change and could lead to increased levels 

of development agility (Conboy, 2009). 
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5.2.2 Agile IPM knowledge-transfers 

The retrieved knowledge from the agile units is mostly transferred through interaction in mandatory full 

portfolio review meetings which are part of the way-of-work processes. These meetings are prepared 

and supported with combinations of documentation, visualizations, and software tooling. But the main 

knowledge transfer method in agile IPM is interaction-based transfers, as is shown schematically 

visualized in Figure 13. The agile IPM decision-making 

meetings are also supported with several analogue 

tools. For example a roadmap, a portfolio Kanban, an 

epic wall, and a feature wall. I refer to them as analogue 

in this thesis as there are literally drawn on large pieces 

of paper which are used to decorate the walls of the 

agile portfolio review meetings. The applied supporting 

documentation entails for example business cases, 6-

page quarterly business reviews, and 1-page business 

model canvasses. But what is deemed most important 

and is also considered a form of documentation, is to 

describe and maintain a complete portfolio overview in 

a backlog structure. 

5.2.2.1 Objectives and key-results 

All cases measure progress of the work done through the actual state of the product or software under 

development. The demo`s presented during the sprint reviews which are part of the agile NPD process 

are the best way in which progress is depicted. The performance of the work done is mostly measured 

with strategic bucket specific metrics and key performance indicators. But at C a preference for 

objectives and key-results is given over key performance indicators. Because objectives and key results 

are more instructive and coaching than the very controlling nature of key-performance indicators. For 

example, the strategic bucket of customer service channels has the main objective of raising the net 

promoter score, all the epics within that strategic bucket provide as main result applications which 

actually provide this raise in net promoter score. Especially, strategic alignment is top-down only 

administered via objectives and key-results. At case C they experienced that imposing strategic 

alignment through performance indicators adheres too much to the controlling of the teams, which is 

common for predictive NPD and not enough coaching which resembles agile NPD. Therefore, the believe 

arises that objectives and key results are more adaptive and agile NPD proof, whilst key performance 

indicators are better suited for predictive NPD.  

5.2.2.2 Documented backlog structure 

A complete agile portfolio backlog is operationalized in case B and C through the application of software 

tools. This portfolio backlog provides the frame of reference of the strategic directions from top-down, 

but also visualized the greater good for the agile teams bottom-up. A well-documented portfolio backlog 

in a specific software tool also provides transparency and oversight to all people involved in agile IPM. 

A holistic portfolio backlog allows for everyone involved to be able to continually assess the current 

state of development by analysing the documented progression and performance in the backlog. 

Especially in agile NPD this documented backlog displays the actual state of development because of 

the short development iterations and frequent user feedback. More specifically, at case C a specific 

notion was provided that the most effort is put into the description of an epic. As the epic can be 

considered as the main connective element between company management with their strategic 

Interaction

Software tooling

Documentation &
Backlog

Visualization tooling

Epic

Feature Feature

Strategic bucket

Figure 13, knowledge transfers occurring alongside the 
decentralized agile NPD hierarchy 
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Answer to empirical question 7: 

How is knowledge transferred in agile IPM? 

 

The knowledge applied in IPM decision-making is transferred between the different agile unit levels through 

interaction-based transfers. Several software tooling, documentations, and visualizations tools support these 

interaction-based knowledge transfers. The most profound and applied tool of agile IPM is according to the 

investigated cases an overall well documented and maintained backlog displayed in a software tooling. 

Another well-known tool is the actual demonstrations of the product of software prototypes which are in 

development, these demonstrations allows portfolio managers and company management to see current 

state of development progress and performance. 

Answer to empirical question 8: 

What entails an agile IPM review moment? 

 

Agile portfolios are reviewed in holistic portfolio review moments which are planned quarterly at two out of 

the three cases. In these meetings the whole agile portfolio is reviewed, epics are selected, merged or 

terminated within their specific strategic bucket. Resources are allocated towards the strategic bucket, based 

upon estimated job size and business value delivered. These agile portfolio review moments are held in large 

rooms in which the walls are covered in visualizations which display objectives of the several strategic 

buckets, and the results provided from the epics. The progress and performance of the last quarter is 

discussed and a plan for the future is created for the coming quarter in which funds and people are allocated. 

buckets and the lower agile levels. An epic can for example be documented with a clear definition of 

when the epic is considered to be done, and by what criteria the epic is accepted to be done.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2.3 Agile IPM review moments 

At all cases the knowledge acquired from the agile units is applied for agile IPM decision-making at 

portfolio review moments. The frequency of these portfolio review meetings was mostly quarterly and 

only at case A it occurred twice per year. At both case B and C their portfolio review moment was called 

the quarterly business review. The structure applied in this meeting is that status, progress, and 

performance of each strategic bucket is discussed. The functional roles present in these meeting are 

leaders of those strategic buckets, company management, representative of company management, 

and program or portfolio managers.  

 

Company management denotes priorities and direction from top-down, and the strategic bucket 

denotes requirements from bottom-up, epics are formed to adhere to both and act as connecting 

element. Epics are evaluated, selected, and discussed during these meetings regarding their expected 

results and how they contribute value towards the strategic bucket objective. Thus, strategic bucket 

have objectives which are delivered by the combined end-results of the epics of that quarter. The epics 

will at the end of the quarter deliver results which provide parts of this business value through upgrades 

to products of software applications. This process is reviewed and adjusted during these quarterly 

business reviews. The progress and performance of the last quarter is discussed and a plan for the future 

is made regarding the next quarter.  
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Figure 14, IPM decision-making integrated alongside the decentralized agile NPD hierarchy 

5.2.4 Agile IPM decision-making 

Agile IPM decision-making encompasses the evaluating, selecting, prioritizing, terminating, and 

resource allocating decisions. These types of decisions are also made in the traditional and predictive 

type of IPM, but in agile they are made at multiple levels across the agile NPD hierarchy. In Figure 14 

the IPM decisions are integrated with the agile NPD hierarchy in which they are positioned alongside 

and according to the decentralized nature of agile IPM.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2.4.1 Evaluating & selection 

The evaluation of the units of agile IPM only concern their current status, progress, and performance of 

that progress. The quality of the functionalities under development are never discussed. In the agile 

portfolio review moments company management together with strategic bucket leaders and epic 

leaders select and decide which epics and the results of those epics are needed to facilitate part of the 

objectives of the strategic directions. But the path which those epics take towards obtaining those 

results, is not discussed during agile IPM. There is only discussed if the epics are the right ones for 

obtaining the needed value for the strategic buckets and if  existing epics need to be merged or even 

terminated. Strategic buckets themselves are almost never terminated or changed, but new ones could 

be created based upon new market segments or business opportunities.  

5.2.4.2 Prioritization & termination 

Prioritization decisions in agile IPM occur decentralized as the management of a certain strategic bucket 

is free to prioritize their epics. Likewise, the management of a certain epic is free to select and prioritize 

the features which are part of their epic. And the responsible product owner of a feature has the 

authority to select and prioritize the user stories which resides within its own feature. Thus, the relative 

prioritization of agile units occur within their strategic frames of references. At case B and C cross 

strategic bucket meetings are held to periodically check interdependencies or possible emerging new 

business opportunities. Epics which reside within a strategic buckets can be terminated or merged 

together based on the delivered business value and what was expected. Likewise, the main control 

element within agile IPM is the grooming of features. In which features are reformulated, merged, or 

terminated in order to steer and define the expected value and size of an epic. 
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Answer to empirical question 9: 

How are portfolio related decisions made in agile IPM? 

 

Agile IPM constitutes the actual decision-making process in which agile initiatives are evaluated, selected or 

terminated, prioritized, and resource are allocated. Prior to those decision the agile units are evaluated by 

looking into the status, progress, and performance of that progress. But the actual work under development 

and quality of that work is not discussed. The working demo`s delivered at each agile iteration provide a very 

good insight into the actual state of progress and is a frequently used measure. 

 

The agile IPM evaluation discussion support the actual decision-making and concerns the whole agile NPD 

hierarchy as the unit of analysis in agile IPM. The selection or terminations decisions concerns which epics, 

objectives and results are chosen per strategic bucket. New epics can be made, older epics can be merged 

or terminated. Prioritization decisions are made within strategic buckets after the epics are selected. And 

also prioritization decisions are made within epics regarding which features are deemed to deliver the most 

business value. Resources are allocated decisions are based on the prioritization decision but are also made 

simultaneously. Resources are allocated to the strategic buckets which than have then further have the 

authority to allocated them according to their own prioritization decisions. In all these agile IPM decision 

only the progress and performance of the agile units is discussed. To preserve and sustain agility, agile units 

have the autonomy to decide on the functionality and quality of their own work. 

5.2.4.3 Resource allocation 

Resource allocation in agile IPM concerning funds and personnel allocation is a time-boxed fixed 

constraint. A certain number of agile teams are allocated to a strategic bucket based on a given relative 

priority, relative business value to other agile initiatives, and estimated job size based on experience, 

which is often only indicated with t-shirt sizes small, medium, or large. For example, at case B and C 

personnel and funds are allocated per quarter to each strategic direction on behalf of the 

aforementioned criteria. Consequently, for the whole following quarter the management of a specific 

strategic bucket has to maximize its own business value by allocating these resources as effectively as 

possible. In some cases rank ordering calculations as “weighted shortest job first” are applied in these 

types of prioritizations and allocations decision-making. Across the whole agile portfolio a healthy 

competition is created by making transparent how much value other agile units produce per provided 

number of resources. And if one agile unit achieves a higher efficiency, than a learning opportunity is 

created for the other epics within the portfolio. 
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Figure 15, IPM objectives are visualized across the agile NPD hierarchy and agile IPM decision-making 
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5.2.5 IPM objectives affected by agile 

The investigated cases optimize their agile portfolios towards obtaining the four objectives of value 

maximization, strategic direction, balance, and having the right number of initiatives. But the 

importance of some objectives over other differs as from predictive IPM. Also because of agile NPD, 

some objectives as strategic direction are more automatically adhered to and thus the need to optimize 

an agile portfolio towards this objective is less. In Figure 15, the four objectives are schematically added 

across the agile NPD hierarchy and agile IPM decision-making to indicate which aspects they include and 

affect. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2.5.1 Strategic direction 

Strategic direction in agile IPM is provided for epics, features and agile teams by allocating their work 

within strategic frames termed in this thesis report as strategic buckets. At case A, raising awareness of 

the strategic alignment of their work is for agile teams is administered via education and continuous 

coaching. At case B, the portfolio managers have the responsibility to be present in planning meetings 

called program increments to ensure that features which originate from bottom-up are within pre-set 

strategic direction. Thus, the strategic direction of epics, features, and user stories is pre-defined and 

provided towards all agile teams as frames of reference and boundary conditions. In Figure 15, the 

strategic direction is visualized as the actual boundaries of the strategic bucket in which the epics and 

features reside. Since this coaching and framing occurs before design decision are made, agile teams 

are expected not to deviate from their assigned strategic direction. Features which make up the actual 

functionalities of the epics are continuously assessed if they fit within the set boundaries of the strategic 

bucket. At case B the portfolio manager has the responsibility to check and coach agile teams to redesign 

or even terminate features, but this happens very tacitly through interaction-based knowledge 

transfers. Strategic direction of the epics and features is indicated the most important objective of agile 

IPM by all cases and allot of time and effort is spend in ensuring that there is sufficient transparency and 

oversight for every employee in agile hierarchy. This transparency is achieved with extensive and all-

inclusive portfolio backlog`s which displays the frame of reference for each epic, feature, and user story.  
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5.2.5.2  Balance 

Balance in an agile portfolio concerns new aspects which were not previously encountered. At case B, 

all agile teams which reside within an epic have authority and are encouraged to provide new features 

and functionalities to enable their adaptability for change. The task of portfolio management is to 

ensure that these new epics reside within the set strategic bucket frame of reference, and that half of 

the total amount of features originate from bottom-up and that the other half is directed from top-

down. Because the respondents indicated that having only top-down orchestrated features within an 

epic will result in allot of aesthetic or functional type of work. And that having allot of bottom-up types 

of features will result in allot of technical development and performance upgrades. This type of portfolio 

balancing is called technical dept and assures that an equal amount of technical and functional work is 

provided. 

 

At case C a similar balance between top-down and bottom-up origin of the work is encountered. Their 

company management and strategic bucket management provides the objectives whilst from bottom-

up agile teams the key-results are provided for each objective. Those key-results actually represent the 

epics of the coming quarter. Thus, in agile IPM a balance between functional and technical types of work 

tasks are needed to support product quality and prevent local sub-optimizations. Simultaneously, 

providing a sufficient balance between bottom-up and top-down also the needed autonomy for each 

agile unit to be able to respond to change. In sum, balance in an agile IPM concerns top-down versus 

bottom up which directly influences a balance between control versus autonomy which affects the level 

of development agility capability and prevent local sub-optimization. In Figure 15, this balance is 

allocated as the grooming of features from either bottom-up and top-down which occurs within and 

between epics. 

5.2.5.3 Value maximization 

According to all respondents, the common practices of agile NPD are focussed on the value under 

development. Therefore, value maximization is one of the four IPM objectives which are more or less 

automatically generated as compared to predictive and traditional IPM. But the specific user focus of 

agile only creates value in this specific frame of reference. Which is recognized in this thesis as local 

optimizations. Thus, an agile portfolio should be optimized towards obtaining as much business value 

overall. Across all cases, there was no practical methodology encountered which made it possible to 

assess a possible increase in business value when a different composition of epics or features was 

selected. Because, creating a model that supports this type of value maximization would mean that 

business value of each epic should be able to be quantified in a way that it could be equally compared 

across the whole agile portfolio. But all respondents across all cases indicated that they do not know 

how to calculated a quantified number epic business value except from the “weighted shortest job first” 

which is a standard practice of the agile SAFE framework (Leffingwell, 2011). In general, an agile portfolio 

needs to be optimized towards obtaining as much value overall because specific user value is already 

guaranteed by agile NPD. In practice this is done by creating different scenario`s with different 

configurations of features to define expected results of an epic which all taken together define the value 

of the strategic bucket. But this is a very iterative and tacitly based process of interaction and decision-

making, of which no precise model of method was encountered. 
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5.2.5.4 Feasibility 

Picking the right number of offerings relative to the available capacity in agile IPM provides to be a 

struggle for all cases. For example, at case C because of the time-boxed fixed resource allocation the 

number of agile teams allocated towards a strategic bucket remains unchanged for a whole quarter. 

And the management of that strategic bucket can allocate those teams towards epics based on expected 

job size and business value to adhere to their decision-making autonomy. But assigning the number of 

teams at the start of a quarter to a specific strategic bucket is purely based upon experience, expected 

job-size, expected business value, which is decided in a tacit way through only interaction-based 

transfers. This process is called the “tribe-sizing” process at case C and is deemed a responsibility of the 

portfolio management department which is in support to company management. In which data is 

gathered from the agile portfolio regarding capacity and feasibility and provided towards company 

management as insight and consultancy. 

 

At case B, the indicated that there is never a limit of the ideation and creation of new agile initiatives 

like features or user stories, because they can simply be stored and documented onto the backlog. And 

those features are iteratively put into the sprint based upon the available capacity within that short 

development period relative to the expected business value. Thus, the short iterative development 

periods allows quick assessment of feasibility but equally frequent user feedback implicated estimations 

of expected business value. 

 

Assessing the capacity of a certain strategic buckets is more complicated in an agile environment 

because its longer timeframe is in contrast to the short and frequent iterative nature of agile NPD. The 

data gathered from literature review and empirical review provided not sufficient to satisfactory answer 

this question, but an answer will be provided in the generic model of agile IPM which is presented in a 

further section of this thesis. 
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Answer to empirical question 10: 

How does agile affect the objectives of IPM? 

 

The four objectives to which an innovation portfolio can be optimized are very relevant in agile IPM, but 

some of them are achieved in different ways and others are not fully considered. Strategic alignment is 

according to the cases the most important objective to which an agile innovation portfolio should be 

optimized. Because achieving strategic alignment of agile initiatives is operationalized by allocating them 

within certain strategic buckets. And making sure that new functionalities which originate from either user 

feedback, bottom-up, or top-down are within the frame of reference of this particular strategic direction 

largely prevents the risk of sub-optimizations occurring at epics and features. And thus value is created in 

such a way that what is right for the user is also right for the company as a whole.  

 

In an agile portfolio a balance between bottom-up and top-down origin of agile units like for example 

features, and user stories should be optimized. Because this balance ensures that lower agile units receive 

the ability to respond to change which increases the development agility but are also guided by strategic 

direction from the top-down initiated agile units. This balance is preserved by portfolio managers which have 

the oversight of the whole agile NPD hierarchy and the whole agile portfolio. 

 

An agile portfolio should be optimized with the perspective of increasing overall company business value. 

Because agile NPD already automatically achieves the most users value based upon the frequent feedback 

iterations with the user during development, but only locally. Therefore, should an agile portfolio be 

optimized towards combining and re-allocating those obtained specific user values into scenario`s  across 

the several strategic buckets to investigate if overall agile portfolio value could be increased. The cases of 

the empirical research phase acknowledges this need for optimization but declared not having the answer 

or methodology at this moment in time. 

 

Ensuring feasibility of the work tasks versus the resource capacity also remains a struggle for agile IPM which 

according the investigated cases remains unsolved at this moment in time. Estimating the capacity for agile 

units for a longer period at the moment resources are allocated is in contrast with the short iterative nature 

of agile. The respondents also acknowledged that this aspects remains not fully understood. 
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6 DESIGN PROPOSITIONS AND REQUIREMENTS  

Design propositions and requirements are formulated to guide the design process towards the creation 

of the final solution. Design propositions act in this process as a general template which guides the 

design process of solution creation of the proposed field problem. Design requirements act as necessary 

criteria which must ensure that the solution will become a feasible and viable answer to the problem. 

In this section the process of reasoning towards design propositions is shown which establishes 

boundary criteria & requirements of the envisioned solution. 

6.1 DESIGN PROPOSITION 
Design propositions assist the design-science research approach by structuring and guiding the process 

of designing solutions based on the acquired knowledge from both literature and practice (Denyer, 

Tranfield, & van Aken, 2008). According to Aken & Romme (2009), the most informative design 

propositions are grounded in theory and based on knowledge from practice. The design propositions 

applied in this research are based on the findings from the multiple case-study which are substantiated 

with a knowledge base acquired from scientific literature. Also, further grounding of the design 

propositions in organizational sciences in achieved on the basis of generative mechanisms which link 

management interventions with outcomes (van Aken & Romme, 2009). These linking mechanisms are 

operationalized in this research by formulating the design propositions according the CIMO logic. The 

CIMO logic assist the process of forming design proposition by asking through which generative 

mechanisms the intervention produces what outcome in some specific context (Denyer, Tranfield, & 

van Aken, 2008). The formulation of these design propositions is according to the CIMO logic adopted 

from the research of Denyer, Tranfield, & van Aken (2008), which is presented in Table 10. 

 

Component Explanation 

Context (C) 

External and internal environmental contextual factors and 

the nature of the persons that influence behavioural 

change. 

Intervention (I) 

The nature of the interventions managers have at their 

disposal to influence behaviour and how they are 

implemented 

Mechanisms (M) 
The generative mechanisms that is triggered by the 

intervention 

Outcome (O) 
The outcome of the intervention in its various aspects 

specific to the context in which it is generated 

Table 10, definitions of components of the CIMO logic as adapted from (Denyer, Tranfield, & van Aken, 2008) 
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During the empirical research phase, agile IPM is investigated by looking into four topics which were 

discovered during the literature research phase. These topics are the unit of analysis, knowledge 

transfers, decision-making, and the objectives of IPM. The design proposition are formulated according 

to these four topics and extended with several more based on the findings of the empirical research 

phase and are denoted in Table 11.  

 

Design propositions 

1 

In agile IPM decision-making (C), only progress and performance of the agile units are discussed (I), 

which only affects what kind of information the agile IPM decisions are based and at what frequency 

they are taken (M), allowing the agile IPM decision-making to have the same structure as predictive 

IPM whilst adhering to higher levels of adaptiveness (O) 

2 

In agile IPM decision-making (C), the unit of analysis is the whole agile NPD hierarchy consisting of 

strategic buckets, epics, and features (I), because the agile IPM decision making authority needs to be 

given to each agile level (M), which sustains and develops the ability to adapt to changes in the user 

requirements (O) 

3 

In agile IPM decision-making (C), the whole portfolio is analysed and decision are made in a frequent 

basis which occurs quarterly (I), in which the previous quarter is analysed by determining the progress 

of development and the objectives & expected key-results are stated for the following quarter (M), 

providing strategic direction to the agile units whilst sustaining their autonomy to change the 

functionality to the needs of the specific user (O) 

4 

In agile IPM decision-making (C), the retrieved information is primarily transferred across the different 

units of analysis via interaction-based transfers which are substantiated with software and 

documenting (I), which results in the tacit exchange of information and decisions (M), in support of the 

lean mentality and ability to frequently and easily respond to change without excessive rework (O) 

5 

In agile IPM decision-making (C), the evaluating, selection, terminating, and resource allocation 

decision are made at multiple levels across the agile NPD hierarchy (I), resulting in the decisions made 

at the lower levels can also be perceived as part of agile IPM decisions-making (M), because the 

working prototypes of the lower agile levels determine epics and strategic bucket value (O) 

6 

In agile IPM decision-making (C), strategic direction is provided to the epics by allocating them in 

specific strategic buckets (I), allowing the whole NPD hierarchy oversight and transparency of the 

greater good and where their work contributes to (M), avoiding the chances that agile teams are locally 

optimizing their work without considering the overall business value (O) 

7 

In agile IPM decision-making (C), maximum value is achieved by assessing if the specific user value 

being automatically created by agile NPD also delivers the needed business value (I), which helps with 

answering the consideration of what is good for a specific user is also good for the organization (M), 

allowing the optimization of value of the whole innovation portfolio (O) 

8 

In agile IPM decision-making (C), the right number of agile initiatives are determined by adding to the 

prioritization criteria the availability of resource capacity based on specialities and competences of 

employees (I), because epics and features are constantly generated the prioritization should be also 

based upon availability of resources to avoid of ending up with too many agile initiatives(M), resulting 

in the assurance that for the next quarter as much value as possible in generated relative to the 

available resources without overburdening resources (O) 

9 

In agile IPM decision-making (C), the portfolio needs to be optimized to have sufficient balance 

between bottom-up and top-down originated tasks (I), this allows agile teams to autonomous create 

functionality for the user needs whilst also adhering to the strategic direction of company management 

(M), which will result in a sufficient amount of technical dept among the tasks , grants autonomy to 

adapt to change, and avoids local optimization (O) 

Table 11, design proposition denoted according to the CIMO logic 
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6.2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
Several design requirements are formulated to ensure that the solution meets the necessary conditions 

to operate as a feasible solution for the context in which it is designed. Some of these requirements 

seem obvious, nevertheless they need to be included in the design solution process to ensure 

justification and generalizability of the solution. The design requirements, which are depicted in Table 

12, are partly adapted from the work of van Aken et al., (2012), and are partly adjusted to formulate 

them within the context of this research.  

 

Type Description 

Functional 

Realization of the final solution enables Flightmap to successfully include agile 

NPD initiatives 

The solution should sustain or improve the development agility of the user but 

never deteriorate this capability 

The solution should deliver IPM according to the objectives provided in table 

4, but adjusted If needed to successfully include the agile values  

The solution should be applicable to all users that wish to practice agile IPM 

independent of following some specific agile methodology 

User 

The solution should not request competences from the users which they 

currently do not possess, or they should be able to acquire those 

competences through training. 

The new system should be equally or more user friendly than Flightmap prior 

to this research 

The solution should be unambiguous and intuitively easy to use for the 

intended users 

Boundary 

The solution complies with all legal requirements of Bicore 

The solution complies with present business policies and contractual 

agreements of Bicore 

The solution fits with and carries out the style and image of Flightmap 

Design restrictions 

Realization of solution should change as little as possible in the current 

Flightmap and should only be considered and additionality 

The solution should fit within allocated time and budget constraints 

Table 12, Design requirements conditions for the solution design 
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7 SOLUTION DESIGN 

Based on the design propositions which are grounded in the findings of the literature and empirical 

research phases, a generic model is created in which the interplay of agile IPM is schematically visualized 

and presented in Figure 16. The generic model is based upon the structure of predictive IPM retrieved 

from the literature research phases and expanded with agile specific aspects learned during the 

empirical research. The components of the generic model for agile IPM will each be discussed in this 

section. 
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7.1.1 Agile NPD hierarchy 

Based on design propositions 1, 2 and 3, the unit of analysis of 

agile IPM concerns the whole agile NPD hierarchy as depicted in 

Figure 17. But only the progress and performance of each level 

is discussed which occurs at a quarterly basis in dedicated 

portfolio review moments. In these portfolio review moments 

each strategic bucket together with its respective epics and 

features are discussed regarding their progress and 

performance of the current quarter and a plan for the future is 

created regarding the coming quarter. 

 

Every agile methodology employs some type of strategic buckets 

which is a decomposition of the main company strategy. The 

company management translates and decomposed their 

strategy for the future into several strategic buckets. These buckets are recognized in practice by several 

names like for example tribes, product-lines, value-streams, or even space fleets. But they all adhere to 

the definition of a strategic bucket which implies that buckets are recognized by having  dedicated 

resources and are defined by a unique strategic theme or objective (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 

2000).  

 

Each strategic bucket is a fairly solid part of the agile NPD hierarchy and these are hardly never 

terminated and additional strategic buckets are only created when the company is required to make a 

significant shift in strategy or new business opportunities emerge. The strategic themes or objectives of 

each bucket is further decomposed into epics, which are on their part decomposed into features. Agile 

IPM decisions determine which composition of new and existing epics reside within a strategic bucket. 

Whether those epics are the right ones is based upon the functionalities provided to those epics which 

are defined in their respective features. As presented in Figure 17, features either originate from top-

down or bottom up and there should always be a sufficient balance between them. To illustrate, 

bottom-up features enable the ability to quickly respond to change whilst top-down originated features 

ensure strategic direction and provide the greater good to agile teams which avoids local optimizations. 

7.1.2 Unit of analysis & knowledge transfer 

As denoted in design proposition 4 which is partly based upon the research of 

Stettina & Schoemaker (2018), the aspects of knowledge transfers in agile IPM 

have are shown in Figure 18. Knowledge on which the agile IPM decision are 

based is retrieved from several levels along the agile NPD hierarchy and are 

transferred via interaction-based knowledge transfers. These interaction-based 

transfers are substantiated with documentation, and software tooling as is 

presented in Figure 18. The interaction-based transfers are considered the most 

significant type as is in agreement with one of the four agile values which states 

that interaction is preferred over process and tools. Analyses and decisions are 

made tacitly based upon documentation and visualizations tools. This allows for 

easier being able to adapt to changes without being dependent of excessive 

reworks of models and data. As an example of documentation of which 

information and knowledge are retrieved for agile IPM decision-making is an agile 

Epic

Feature Feature

Epic

Feature Feature

Strategic bucket

Figure 17, agile NPD hierarchy as part of 
model of agile IPM 

Interaction

Software tooling

Documentation &
Backlog

Visualization tooling

Figure 18, knowledge 
transfers of agile IPM 
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backlog structure documented in specific software tooling. This example allows agile teams to describe 

when a feature or epic is perceived to be done which is vital for IPM decision-making consensus. An 

example of visualization tooling applied in agile IPM decision-making is the portfolio walls. This tool 

supports decision-making but is analogue of nature meaning that they are written down on paper and 

provide oversight of status, progress, and performance of the epics and features, per strategic bucket. 

The visualization tools support the socialisation of the rationale of which agile IPM decisions are taken. 

Because agile IPM decisions are made tacitly and only through interaction-based transfers it is more 

difficult to find support throughout the whole organization for these decisions. If this is not 

substantiated with tooling which allows for transparency and oversight, the agile IPM decision which 

are made could be handled poorly. Thus, decisions are made tacitly through interaction, but need to be 

supported by oversight and transparency which the right application of agile IPM software tooling can 

provide. 

 

An example of knowledge-transfer tool applied in agile IPM is the preference for objectives and key-

results rather than key-performance indicators. This preference was learned during the empirical 

research phase and states that the use of key-performance indicators adheres too much to the control 

and predictive type of NPD management and thus implicates the creation of development agility. 

Especially when guiding and steering on strategic alignment of epics and features within a specific 

strategic bucket, key-performance indicators where perceived by the lower levels as to controlling. And 

therefore, these metrics where less adhered to. Also performance indicators are organization wide and 

not bucket specific. Contrary, objectives and key-results do not give pre-set criteria which lower levels 

in the organization need to adhere to. But objectives are given from top-down, and the results are 

provided from bottom-up. This allows for authority and autonomy for the lower levels alongside the 

agile NPD hierarchy, whilst they remain in the frame of reference given by the specific objective for the 

specific strategic bucket. This structure is applied throughout the agile NPD hierarchy in such a way that 

each objective is decomposed in several key results. 

7.1.3 Agile IPM decisions 

The decisions made in agile IPM are partly adapted from the 

research of Cooper et al. and expanded by decentralized nature 

of agile NPD together with design proposition 3 and 5.  Agile IPM 

decisions are made at the strategic bucket and epic levels 

alongside the agile NPD hierarchy, as is presented in Figure 19. At 

each level, the same decisions are made, but different units of 

analysis are discussed. Decision at the strategic bucket level can 

be interpreted as the portfolio review moment in which all new 

and existing epics are evaluated, selected, prioritized, and 

resource are allocated. The allocated resources towards a certain 

strategic bucket is further allocated across the features of that 

epic by the epic management.  

 

To clarify, company management together with bucket leaders allocate resources based on their 

evaluation, selection, and prioritization of the new and existing epics within their strategic bucket. Epic 

management than have authority to allocate the received resources across their features according to 

their own evaluation, selection, and prioritization.  

Evaluating

Selection

Terminating

Prioritization

Resource allocation

Resource allocation

Evaluating

Prioritization

Selection

Figure 19, decentralized agile IPM 
decision-making 
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7.1.4 Strategic direction & balance 

Based on design proposition 6 and 9 the implications which agile 

NPD have on the IPM objectives strategic direction and balance 

are included in the generic model of agile IPM and are depicted 

in Figure 20. Strategic direction is as opposed to predictive IPM 

no longer controlled after NPD initiatives are selected and 

prioritized. But the strategic direction which the epics and 

features need to adhere to are provided upfront as frames of 

references and guardrails in which they can develop 

autonomously. These frames of reference are the strategic 

buckets in which they are operationalized. By allocating specific 

strategic buckets with dedicated resources and unique metrics, 

the strategic direction of all epics and features which reside 

within that bucket is already provided to all teams. And the 

responsibility of portfolio managers is to coach and consult epic 

and features teams to redefine, merge or prioritize certain features so that the overall epic adheres 

more to the set strategic direction of the respective bucket.  

 

Portfolio managers coach the compositions and balance between features within an epic which support 

strategic direction, but also provides development agility. Achieving a sufficient balance per epic 

between top-down and bottom-up origin of features is a task that guides and coaches epic teams in 

their choice of features. On one hand the ability to adapt to changes is provided with agile teams being 

able to respond to volatile changing user needs. On the other hand business value is created by making 

sure that those features fit within the set strategic direction of the respective strategic bucket in order 

for them to deliver business value. In practice this balance is assured by having features which 

somewhat equally originate from higher or lower levels alongside the agile NPD hierarchy, but the level 

of sufficient balance is very dependent on the company and specific strategic bucket context. 

7.1.5 Value maximization 

The solution for the agile IPM objective for value maximization presented in the generic model of agile 

IPM is based upon design proposition 7. The solution states how an agile portfolio should be optimized 

into obtaining as much business value as possible. Because an agile way of work provides specific user 

value through frequent iterative development with frequent user feedback. But if this specific user value 

directly translates into business value for the organization remains a more distinct result. Therefore to 

obtain the best results an agile portfolio needs to be optimized towards obtaining as much business 

value as possible. As this is not automatically considered in an agile method, thus agile IPM needs to 

provide this optimization benefit when it concerns agile NPD.  

7.1.6 Right number of agile initiatives in the portfolio 

Unfortunately, the findings of empirical research did not provide a solution for the IPM objectives which 

optimizes a portfolio towards obtaining the right number of NPD initiatives. The solution provided in 

this thesis is based upon design proposition 8 which was formulated after the validation of the generic 

model with an external consultant. 

 

 

Strategic 
direction

Balance

Epic

Feature Feature

Epic

Feature Feature

Strategic bucket

Figure 20, Strategic direction and balance 
in agile IPM 
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In agile NPD allot of ideas are generated which can potentially become new features or epics from users 

or employees. But assessing how many new epics should be allowed within the complete agile portfolio 

provided to be a struggle according the empirical research cases. Companies have difficulties in 

assessing the feasibility of the work they can produce within their agile portfolio relative to the available 

resources. New agile initiatives can always be placed on the portfolio backlog as some sort of archive, 

but the question remains how many of these initiatives can be under development simultaneously. Agile 

units are prioritized in the agile IPM decision-making process right after they are evaluated and selected 

based upon estimations of their value and job size. And these estimations were purely based on the 

experience of the decision-makers. Having the right number of initiatives within a portfolio can be 

achieved by adding a new criteria to the prioritization decision. This criteria is best described as 

feasibility, which can be defined as the availability of the employees and  the  competency profile of the 

specialists of the workforce. Because as learned from the empirical research phase, companies struggle 

with specialists being overburdened with work which has negative consequences for the employees and 

the company. Adding this criteria to the prioritization decision was learned during the validation of the 

solution with external consultants which are experts in agile NPD and IPM. 

 

Thus in sum, across the agile portfolio epics are rank ordered per strategic bucket to define their priority 

but the number of epics which will be under development for the coming quarter is dependent on the 

available capacity of the workforce relative to the needed versus available competencies. In this process 

of prioritization, the resource allocation needs to be determined according to the available capacity 

which is a fixed constraint in agile NPD per time-boxed development period. The prioritization should 

also consider the interdependencies of the epics and needed specialisms. Because empirical research 

provided the insight that in practice epics are never truly entities in which the teams can develop fully 

autonomously towards the end product, rather epics build upon each other and some forms of 

cooperation are necessary.  

7.1.7 Software tooling for agile IPM 

The use of software tooling in agile IPM is only encountered in the lower levels alongside the agile NPD 

hierarchy but it can potentially provide benefits in the agile IPM decision-making. Agile teams apply 

software to create backlogs of all the development tasks and create sprint planning to divide the work 

among their members for the coming short development period. In this backlog structure, epics and 

features are defined with definitions of when they are done, and criteria on which they are accepted by 

the user. These definitions can provide some indication of expected value which can be used in some 

parts of the agile IPM decision-making. By extracting these definitions and presenting them, 

interdependencies of epics and features could become more easily recognizable and can be brought up 

for discussion. The validation of the generic model with external consultants provided the need for 

allocating epic interdependencies and impediments within strategic buckets. And preferably this should 

be allocated in a software tool that visualizes the agile portfolio. 

 

The portfolio review moments of agile IPM are held in rooms of which the walls are covered with large 

pieces of paper. On these walls the entire portfolio is presented by drawings, pictures, sticky notes, 

printed visualized dashboards, action boards, and improvement walls. These very large pieces of paper 

are literally rolled up and transported throughout the company to substantiated agile IPM decision-

making at the decentralized meetings. Several logical problems occur with this type of physical type of  

dashboarding. First, the size of the agile portfolio is limited by the actual height of the walls at the office. 
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Second, assessing resource allocation relative to available capacity and interdependencies of epics and 

features becomes easily too complex to be handled without software optimization. Third, analogue 

portfolio wall is more static, and the used data is in most cases already outdated at the moment it is 

written down.  

 

It’s understandable that this analogue type of dashboarding creates an interactive environment for 

decision-making, but the reality remains that when portfolio`s increase in size it becomes more difficult 

to handle the increase in complexity (Dennings, 2017). By presenting these dashboards in a software 

which is only applied in agile IPM decision-making the earlier indicated problems can largely be avoided. 

Also, dashboarding in software provides a single source of truth to all decision-makers which positively 

support IPM decision-making. Consequently, the decision made will be accepted easier throughout the 

whole organization, because of the increased transparency of resources on which those decisions are 

made. As is shown in the research of Kock & Gemunden (2016), IPM decision agility is achieved by 

increasing decision-making quality. They conclude that if IPM decisions are made on valid basis with 

enough information that is derived in a transparant way which is caried & enforced throughout the 

whole company, only then companies are capable to quickly adapt their portfolio to volatile changing 

customer needs (Kock & Gemunden, 2016). Using software tooling for agile IPM dashboarding provides 

this socialization of knowledge and transparency to the decisions that are made which enforces their 

effects throughout the company. 

7.2 FLIGHTMAP AGILE INTEGRATION 
To operationalize the generic model for agile IPM into the Flightmap application, specific parts need to 

be altered and some added to the functionality of Flightmap. Flightmap in its current configuration is 

positioned as a web-based service which enables decision-making regarding IPM by visualizing and 

comparing company NPD metrics and data. Flightmap is positioned as a software toolbox which houses 

an extensive amount of visualization and optimization techniques of which specific configurations are 

assembled for customer use-cases and needs. Therefore, Flightmap houses allot of functionality of 

which some can be applied for agile IPM and some provide less added value, but this is of course largely 

dependent on specific use-case of the customer of Bicore. 

 

Flightmap visualizes NPD data by for example depicting them in an innovation funnel, bubble diagram, 

roadmap, sensitivity analysis and most importantly composition optimization techniques. The latter 

allows decision-makers to compose several sub-sets of NPD initiatives within a portfolio in order to end 

up with the most optimized portfolio regarding a certain company specific objective. The roadmap and 

composition optimization capabilities of Flightmap are required in agile IPM but with a slight different 

approach. Innovation funnels, bubble diagram, and other functionality has not been encountered to 

provide added value for agile IPM at this moment in time. Perhaps when new customer become more 

mature in agile IPM with Flightmap, these more predictive NPD type of functionalities provide new 

opportunities for further analysis and decision-making. In Table 13, the new functionality is listed which 

is proposed to be included to Flightmap in order to make it capable to include agile NPD. 
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The functionality shown in Table 13, will be discussed in more detail by explaining its use by following a 

more generic use-case for agile IPM. As presented in the generic model, agile IPM is an iterative process 

in which different scenarios are that allows to compose epics with the grooming of features.  

 

A user selects a certain scenario of epics and features within a strategic bucket and rank orders them to 

define priority. Successively, the resource capacity will define how much work will be in development 

for the coming quarter according the given priority. The prioritized epics are visualized in the roadmap 

so that interdependencies and impediments can be allocated among them. The results of this particular 

scenario can be viewed in the portfolio wall functionality. The portfolio wall provides an overview of the 

strategic buckets and what value and functionality can be expected at the end of the coming quarter. 

The result visualized on the portfolio wall can again be evaluated as the agile IPM decision-making 

process as is depicts in the generic model of agile IPM. When this result is not satisfactorily, features 

can be groomed, reformulated or merged to define different value`s and functionalities for the epics, 

and therefore also for the strategic bucket. 

 

Flightmap will be positioned in this use-case as a strategic company management tool which assist the 

decision-making process of agile IPM. In agile NPD a company typically maintains a well detailed backlog 

structure which is documented in a certain software application like for example Jira or TFS. The 

empirical research showed that especially a detailed and well-maintained description of an epic in terms 

of definition of done and acceptance criteria is a vital driver for effective knowledge transfers. 

Nevertheless, presenting a full agile NPD backlog structure for portfolio review meetings does not 

provide added value. Therefore, Flightmap will position itself as a strategic management software which 

Functionality IPM objective Purpose Description 

Strategic 

buckets 
Strategic direction 

Provide frames of 

references for epics & 

features for resources 

and strategic 

alignment 

Ensures funding mirrors corporate 

strategy through the division of NPD 

resources into smaller and focussed 

budgets which are fixed per time 

boxed constraint which provide 

strategic alignment frames of 

reference and guardrails 

Dynamic rank 

ordered list 

Value 

maximization, 

right number of 

NPD initiatives 

Create hierarchical list 

of epics per strategic 

bucket to define 

priority 

Defines priority of epics relative 

among each other per strategic 

bucket based on expected size, value, 

criticality, and a limit for the coming 

development period should be drawn 

based on availability of resources 

Portfolio wall 
Strategic 

direction, balance 

Visualizes complete 

agile NPD hierarchy at 

full organizational 

scale 

A portfolio wall visualizes the full agile 

NPD hierarchy of all work in progress 

from company strategy into strategic 

buckets, epics, and features 

Roadmap 

Strategic 

direction, right 

number of NPD 

initiatives, balance 

Visualizes all epics per 

strategic bucket in 

time boxed periods 

Displays interdependencies, 

impediments, and sequentializations 

of all epics per strategic bucket or 

across the whole portfolio 

Table 13,  agile IPM functionality proposed to added to Flightmap 
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Figure 21, Agile IPM Flightmap integration with portfolio wall functionality 
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is capable of retrieving selected data from all agile NPD backlog software applications like TFS and Jira. 

If the backlog structure is well maintained it always depicts a very truthful state of development progress 

and performance because of the high iterative user feedback which is part of agile (Dingsøyr, Nerur, 

Balijepally, & Moe, 2012). But sometime in practice this is not the case and thus Flightmap must also 

provide the ability to add data or create an agile portfolio with strategic backlog structure. Viewing and 

configurating strategic buckets with respective budget and resources is a functionality which needs to 

be added to Flightmap.  

 

The strategic bucket, epic, and features which are selected from the backlog to be put into the agile 

portfolio are presented in the dynamic rank ordered list in which they can be prioritized accordingly. 

This screen configuration is also depicted in appendix F, in which some examples of criteria are provided, 

but in Flightmap all these criteria and configurations can be changed or renamed to suit specific user 

needs. The roadmap functionality is already part of the current configuration of Flightmap. But in the 

context of agile IPM the use case for practitioners will be different. In agile IPM the roadmap 

functionality, which is presented in appendix F, allows to visualize all epics per strategic bucket or across 

all strategic buckets to assign interdependencies and impediments between those epics. In the current 

configuration of Flightmap the roadmap functionality is only a visualization, but in agile IPM it needs to 

provide an interface in which relationships between epics can be allocated. 

 

The last functionality which is added to Flightmap is a portfolio wall, which was encountered during the 

empirical research. This functionality is depicted in Figure 21 and also in appendix F. In agile IPM a 

portfolio wall depicts the complete agile NPD hierarchy from company strategy to level of features. At 

case C from the empirical research this portfolio wall was drawn on paper which almost covered three 

wall of a large-scale board meeting room. This off course presents limitations as for instance the size of 

the agile portfolio is limited by the actual height of the walls at the office. Also, analogue portfolio wall 

is more static, and the used data is in most cases already outdated at the moment it is written down. 

Therefore, this functionality will be added to Flightmap in which is purely a visualization of the result of 

decision made. It provides a complete oversight of the agile portfolio which is up to date and not limited 

to any size. 

 

In general, agile IPM consists of a process in which different scenarios are created each consisting of 

different configurations of epics and features. The agile integration of support this agile IPM decision-

making process by allowing users to create different scenario`s by grooming and shaping of features. 
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7.3 VALIDATION OF SOLUTION 
Both the generic model and the Flightmap integration of agile IPM have been designed with feedback 

iterations. First the generic model of agile IPM was presented and discussed with two external 

consultants of Bicore. Both consultants are experts in the fields of agile NPD and strategic portfolio 

management. After presenting the generic model as well as the information on which it was based, the 

consultant expressed two concerns. First, the aforementioned need to add availability of resources as 

criteria to assess the feasibility of the work in development was proposed as critical addition to the 

model. The external consultant expressed that this is currently their biggest struggle in guiding 

companies towards performing agile IPM. Agile NPD allows for easy and frequent idea generation which 

can result in loads of epics being generated. But it is hard to assess how many of these epics can be 

under development at the same time. The external consultants indicated that this caused many 

technical specialists to become overburdened with work. A software tool which could depict availability 

of resources and had the functionality to optimize epic prioritization according to this criteria, was 

believed to provide the solution. The second external consultant agreed with this addition but also 

proposed to include epic interdependency and impediments to the optimization functionality. Epic 

interdependency occurs quite frequently in practice and should be accounted for in the agile IPM 

integration of Flightmap. 

 

The internal consultant of Bicore acted as third validation of the solution and commented first on the 

generic model and second on the Flightmap agile integration. The new functional aspects which are 

proposed to be added to Flightmap where all accepted and deemed valuable. The application of the 

Flightmap optimizer and roadmap functionality which are already integrated in the software but applied 

in a different way for agile IPM are not expected to provide any issue, but they do require technical 

reconfiguration.   

 

Thus is sum, the iterative validations of the solution provided that resource capacity must be added as 

optimization criteria to end up with an agile portfolio which has the optimal number of agile NPD for 

the given development period. Also, interdependencies and impediments between epics needs to be 

added as criteria in the same optimization.  
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8 CONCLUSION 

The research presented in this thesis answers and provides how IPM can be performed including agile 

NPD and operationalized these findings in the software application Flightmap. According to the 

methodology of the design science research paradigm, this research first acknowledges gaps in 

literature regarding agile IPM and extends upon this knowledge with empirical research (van Aken, 

Berends, & van der Bij, 2012; Denyer, Tranfield, & van Aken, 2008). 

8.1 WHAT CONSTITUTES IPM AND AGILE NPD? 
The systematic literature review serves a dual purpose in which it provides the needed knowledge about 

agile NPD & IPM and it presents the current scientific advancements towards explaining agile IPM. The 

first purpose of the literature study is to create an understanding of what defines the NPD management 

approaches agile and IPM. Also, the implications which agile NPD might have on IPM were investigated 

by examining the differences between the emerging agile NPD and the more traditional and predictive 

types of NPD. Because IPM is largely based and dependent on the application predictive NPD 

approaches of which the Stage-gate® model counts as the most applied predictive NPD method 

(Cooper, 2014). The second purpose of the literature review was to acknowledged the gaps in literature 

regarding scientific advancements in agile IPM. This exploration of current scientific literature regarding 

IPM provided a foundation of knowledge on which further empirical research was build. 

 

In this research IPM is defined as the strategically oriented decision-making moment in which decision 

are made regarding which new or existing NPD initiatives are being accelerated to market, put on hold, 

or terminated (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2002; Meskendahl, 2010). In this decision-making 

moment new and existing NPD initiatives are evaluated, selected & prioritized relative to one and other, 

and accordingly resources are allocated or reallocated to the active NPD initiatives to continuously 

improve overall portfolio value (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 1999).  

 

Agile is defined in the context of this research as an adaptive approach to NPD in which volatile changing 

user requirements and uncertainty are accepted as a normal phenomenon which does not have to be 

reduced but only accepted and dealt with (Boehm & Turner, 2004). Agile relies on frequent feedback in 

close contact with the users and delivers incremental improvements through short iterative 

development cycles (Serrador & Pinto, 2015). Agile is defined as all practical agile methods which have 

the objective to achieve a higher level of development agility but do so in different practical ways 

(Dingsøyr & Moe, 2014). Agile increases NPD adaptiveness and flexibility by being continuously ready 

for creation, pro-action, reaction, and learning from changes in the requirements and user needs. Also, 

the objectives of agile methods are to assure that NPD project economy, quality, and simplicity is 

defined according to leanness which is sufficiently enough for the specific user however that user 

perceives it (Conboy, 2009).  

8.1.1 Agile NPD versus Stage-gate® model 

The practices of IPM are based and dependent on the applied NPD approach which until now adhered 

largely to the predictive NPD approaches of which the Stage-gate® model is the most applied (Cooper, 

2016).  Agile NPD emerged as a response on the more predictive types of NPD approaches because they 

were increasingly unable to cope with fast pacing of industry and technology (Cohen, Lindvall, & Costa, 

2004; Williams & Cockburn, 2003). With this rise in popularity of agile, two main approaches towards 
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NPD can be recognized and are termed in this research as predictive and adaptive NPD. These terms are 

adapted as a fitting analogy from the research of Wiltbank et al. (2004), in which a company’s strategic 

management is advised that they are able to take two routes for deciding what to do next when they 

deal with uncertainty regarding the future. A company should either try harder to predict better or they 

can move faster to adapt better. Likewise, agile challenges IPM because it has a different perspective 

towards dealing with uncertainty which is present in NPD.  

 

In agile NPD uncertainty is perceived and accepted as a normal phenomenon, whilst Stage-gate® actively 

tries to reduce it by analysing and trying to predict as much outcomes as possible. Stage-gate® attempts 

in phases to reduce as much NPD uncertainty as possible with predictive models and analysis which 

produce extensive fact-based requirements documents (Cooper, 2008). The predictive IPM approach 

uses these models and documents and relies on the predicted outcomes. Contrary, agile NPD 

approaches are continually ready to adapt the product or software under development to frequently 

received user feedback (Williams & Cockburn, 2003). Agile NPD must deliver agility and speed to the 

development practice which has the result that they are constantly ready to adapt to volatile changing 

user requirements. Agile counts as a more plan and build on the fly type of approach which constitutes 

that the inherent tendency to control variation through business processes is futile (Cooper, 2016).To 

conclude, Stage-gate® attempts to minimize the chance that changes in the requirements will occur, 

whilst agile minimizes the effect that the changes in requirements will have on the NPD project.  

8.1.2 What is currently known about agile IPM? 

Several advancements towards applying practices of IPM in portfolios of agile NPD have been 

encountered in literature. First, so far three studies address agile IPM from the perspective of IPM and 

how it should be performed in agile NPD (Sweetman & Conboy, 2018; Stettina & Hörz, 2015; Ahmad et 

al., 2016). But these studies are mostly inventories of tools and knowledge applied in agile NPD and how 

they can be transferred to agile portfolio management practices. But in these limited number of articles 

there is never an answer provided which mechanisms operate in agile IPM how they affect what IPM 

actually constitutes. Second, a stream of literature attempts to eliminate the shortcomings of agile by 

integrating agile NPD in the original Stage-gate® model and thereby creating agile-stage-gate hybrid 

frameworks (Cooper, 2016; Cooper & Sommer, 2018; Conforto & Amaral, 2016). But these studies lack 

large-scale validation. And Karlström & Runeson (2005, 2006) conclude that it is possible to successfully 

integrate gates with an agile NPD process but only through complete isolation of development teams 

and it remains unclear how this affects IPM. Third, in practice several frameworks are created which 

scale agile NPD practices towards the enterprise level and thereby include some attempt towards IPM 

(Dingsøyr & Moe, 2014; Heikkilä et al., 2017; Rautiainen, von Schantz, & Vähäniitty, 2011). But these are 

criticised to be relentlessly top-down, overly complicated, rigid, and do not consider organizational or 

development agility (Sweetman & Conboy, 2018). Also a lack of literature and validation of these scaled 

agile frameworks is a cause why these models do not provide sufficient knowledge to assess how agile 

IPM can be performed. 

8.2 HOW IS AGILE IPM PERFORMED? 
The findings and gaps in literature are expanded with the empirical research which was conducted with 

a multiple-case study at three cases which all managed their NPD fully according to agile and 

simultaneously performed IPM. This empirical research was structured to investigate the unit of 
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analysis, knowledge transfer, decision-making, and objectives of agile IPM. This structure is based upon 

the findings of body of knowledge which was gained with the literature review. 

8.2.1 Unit of analysis for agile IPM 

At all cases not a single unit of analysis was encountered for agile IPM. All cases employed a certain agile 

NPD hierarchy which was named differently but all adhered to a structure from strategic buckets, which 

are decomposed into several epics which on their part are each build up out of a number of features.  

The absence of a single unit of analysis is a result of the decentralized nature of agile NPD which provides 

autonomy to all agile levels which grants the ability to be able to quickly respond to change in 

requirements. An epic or feature is never analysed as a single entity but must always be considered in 

the context of the larger NPD hierarchy. But the functionalities provided by the features determine the 

value of an epic, which taken together deliver the business value for a strategic bucket.  

8.2.2 Knowledge transfer in agile IPM 

Knowledge is primarily transferred via interaction, which is substantiated by documentation, and 

software & visualization tooling. The structure of agile NPD is documented in an extensive backlogs 

which is always done in some sort of software tooling. Parts of this backlog structure is applied in agile 

IPM and are transferred by analysing and findings insight within these backlog structures. Because of 

the decentralized nature of agile multiple units are analysed in an agile portfolio, and therefore the 

description of an epic becomes a central means of communication. An epic is denoted by its definition 

of done and the criteria on when its accepted. If these descriptions are lacking much ambiguity about 

when it’s done is left uncontrolled and the whole agile IPM hierarchy might suffer from this 

communicative failure. 

8.2.3 IPM Decision-making including agile  

Decisions regarding these units are also decentralized but still cover evaluation, selection, termination, 

and resource allocation. But at the top-level the decisions are made by company management about 

which strategic buckets will contain certain selected and prioritized epics. And accordingly resources are 

allocated per strategic bucket based upon the expected size and value of its respective epics. At a lower 

level the same evaluating, selecting, terminating, prioritizing, and resource allocating decision are made 

but they now deal with the indicated priority provided by company management and concern which 

features are selected and prioritized per epic.  

8.2.4 IPM Objectives 

The IPM objective covering the strategic direction in which a portfolio should be optimized is very 

present in agile IPM but approached differently as opposed to predictive IPM. By decomposing a 

company strategy into strategic buckets which houses certain epics and features, an agile portfolio is 

no longer required to be optimized towards a certain company strategy during the decision-making. 

Rather, the strategic buckets provide frames of reference for the epic and features teams to reside 

within. Thus, features and epics are only assessed if they fit within their respective buckets and if 

needed, they are rewritten or merged. 

 

Balance in an agile portfolio concerns the origin of features, whether they are orchestrated from top-

down or bottom-up. Upholding this balance provides sufficient technical debt, sustains strategic 

alignment, creates the ability to quickly respond to change, and avoids local optimizations.  
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The empirical research was unable to uncover how an agile portfolio can be optimized to maximize value 

overall and how to assess what the right number of NPD initiatives is for a portfolio relative to the 

available resources. These topics are answered in the generic model of agile IPM which is created in 

order to assess which functionality should be added to Flightmap so it become able to provide IPM 

including agile NPD, this is discussed in the next section in which an answer will be provided to the main 

research question. 

8.3 ANSWER TO RESEARCH QUESTION 
The findings of the systematic literature review and empirical research have been combined to 

formulate design propositions which guided the process of designing a generic model for agile IPM 

(Tranfield, Denyer, & Smart, 2003). This generic model, which is presented in appendix F, answers the 

main research question and enables the ability to assess which functionality needs to be added to the 

software application Flightmap. The main research question of this thesis is how innovation portfolio 

management can be applied to portfolio`s which include agile NPD according to the objectives of IPM? 

8.3.1 Agile IPM decisions 

IPM is defined as the actual instance in which decisions are made regarding which new or existing NPD 

initiatives are accelerated to market, put on hold, or abandoned. In the context of agile NPD the 

decisions still reflect the evaluation, selection, prioritization, termination, and accordingly resource 

allocation decisions. Although, because of the decentralized nature of agile NPD, there is no single unit 

of analysis which can act as subject for the aforementioned decisions. Therefore, in agile IPM the 

decisions cover the decentralized nature of agile and occur at multiple levels alongside the agile NPD 

hierarchy. Accordingly, at a portfolio review moment a strategic bucket is discussed regarding the epics 

it contains. Epics are evaluated, selected, prioritized, terminated, and resources are allocated per 

strategic bucket and divided over the epics. Epic leaders receive resources which they can designate 

according to the evaluation, selection, prioritization, termination of all new and existing features that 

reside within their respective epic. In general, the same IPM decisions are made as in predictive IPM, 

but they cover multiple units of analysis and concern the whole agile NPD hierarchy at different 

instances.  

8.3.2 Agile IPM objectives 

According to the studies of Cooper et al. (1997a, b), if IPM decisions are made towards optimizing a 

portfolio to the four main objectives of strategic direction, value maximization, balance, and having the 

right number of NPD initiatives, then one would end up with the most optimal portfolio. The four 

objectives of IPM are still very relevant in agile IPM, but some of them are no longer considered an end 

optimization result of IPM. Rather, some of the objectives have become an integrated part of Agile NPD 

and thus an agile portfolio could possibly be optimized differently.  

8.3.2.1 Strategic direction 

Originally the objective of strategic direction states that the spending breakdown of the final portfolio 

must reflect the company strategy. In agile IPM the resources are spend per strategic bucket accordingly  

towards the epic and features and therefore automatically adhere to the company strategy. More 

specifically, by only deciding which new or existing epics are prioritized in the context of a specific 

strategic buckets, the strategic direction of those epics are automatically provided. And thus the 

strategic alignment of those epics can be continually assed during the development process according  

to the received user feedback and possible need to reconfigure the set of features. At each change in 
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the functionality, either from bottom-up or top-down, portfolio managers can assess if the bottom-up 

generated feature is a valid addition of functionality to the overall strategic bucket. If they believe this 

is not the case, the portfolio managers will consult that the specific features can be merged or altered, 

or maybe even terminated. But this decision-making authority always resides with the specific epic 

leaders to grant them the capability of being able to respond to change when needed. 

8.3.2.2 Balance 

A balanced portfolio delivers the most optimal portfolio in terms of diversification of risk. A balanced 

portfolio ensures a sufficient balance of for example ambidexterity or long-term versus short-term 

initiatives. The nested structure of agile NPD allows balancing of the portfolio at multiple levels. At the 

strategic bucket level the portfolio should be optimized towards the aforementioned original IPM 

objectives. Although, at the epic and features level a sufficient balance must be preserved in order to 

have both features from top-down and bottom-up within an epic. Sustaining this balance is the 

responsibility of portfolio manager which through coaching and consulting of epic teams assists them 

with selecting or merging certain features. This grooming of features is appointed in this thesis as the 

most important mechanisms which allows the control of an agile portfolio. 

 

The balance between features provides agile IPM its ability to respond to change whilst adhering to the 

strategic direction. Features are constantly generated with the high frequency of user feedback, but 

when an epic exists entirely of bottom-up originated features the epic becomes locally sub optimized 

and entails mostly out of functional and aesthetic tasks. Thus, a sufficient balance between features 

within an epic avoids the occurrence of local optimizations, provides technical debt, and assures 

strategic alignment such that value is created respective to the bucket. 

8.3.2.3 Value maximization 

Value maximization concerns that the final portfolio is composed of NPD that delivers the most value 

possible. The nested structure of agile NPD results that the objective of value maximization should also 

be assessed at the different units of analysis. Features and epics should be prioritized in order for them 

to deliver the most value for the overall portfolio. Agile NPD automatically focusses on the value under 

development and does so in a high frequency (Stettina & Hörz, 2015). Thus, value maximization in agile 

IPM must concerns if the local obtained user value also provides business value to the strategic bucket 

and thus organization as a whole.  

8.3.2.4 Right number of agile initiatives 

The prioritization of epics per strategic bucket needs to limited by the available resources to result in a 

feasible portfolio. In agile NPD it is very easy to constantly generated new epics from either user 

feedback or other ideation processes. But assessing how many epics can be under development in 

between portfolio review meetings should be based upon the available resources but this was not found 

at any of the empirical research cases. Rather, all cases acknowledge that this feasibility objective of 

IPM remains a struggle. A solution is provided by adding to the prioritization of epics the availability of 

resources as additional criteria next to expected business value and estimated job size. The availability 

of resources is assessed based upon the competency profile of the company together with the 

availability of technical specialists. And this criteria should be a limiting factor regarding the number of 

epics can be under development simultaneously per strategic bucket. These types of analysis are 

complex and require optimization techniques.  
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9 DISCUSSION 

The research presented in this thesis has satisfactorily answered the research question and project 

assignment. The mechanisms of agile IPM decision-making are found and visualized in a generic model. 

Also, according to the project assignment, the  generic model is successfully integrated with the 

functionality of Flightmap. Successively, the results and their application are further discussed in this 

section providing additional theoretical and practical implications, limitations, and possibilities for 

future research. 

9.1 THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS 
The findings presented in this research provide mechanisms that allows IPM including agile methods. 

Several of these mechanisms where partly encountered in literature, but never all together and 

combined into a generic model for agile IPM. 

 

The research of Cooper (1999) states that the IPM decision-making process is characterized by uncertain 

and changing information, which are further complicated with dynamic opportunities. Agile NPD deals 

with this uncertainty by moving faster to adapt better to these changes whilst Stage-gate® tries harder 

to better predict possible outcomes (Wiltbank, Nicholas, R., & Sarasvathy, 2004). The research 

presented in this thesis states that the practices of IPM should be altered to include the adaptive 

approach provided by agile NPD (Dingsøyr & Dyba, 2008). Agile tools are built to evolve over the course 

of development progress in which they are very frequently updated but these tools do not aim for 

comprehensiveness. Accordingly the practices of IPM must let go on an element of predictability and 

accept the fact that volatile changes will have to be dealt with by constantly adapting (Cooper, 2016).  

 

The study of Ahmad, Lwakatare, Kuvaja, & Oivo (2016), implies that in agile IPM, obtaining the maximal 

value of an agile portfolio is no longer based on prediction with aid of complex financial models. Rather, 

agile maximizes portfolio value through continuous formulation, estimation, and prioritization of items 

in the backlog. Implying that an important steering mechanism of agile IPM is being able to reconfigure, 

merge, or reformulate features within an epic. This finding was also encountered in the research of 

Heikkilä et al. (2017) which propose the grooming of features as agile IPM control element. 

All these findings are in accordance with the generic model of agile IPM presented in this thesis, which 

indicates that a sufficient balance between features within an epic avoids the occurrence of local 

optimizations, provides technical debt, and assures strategic alignment such that value is created within 

the set frame of reference of its respective strategic bucket. 

 

The importance of upholding and sustaining a structure of strategic bucket, epics, and features in an 

agile portfolio is also encountered in other studies. The study of Stettina & Hörz (2015), states that agile 

portfolio management entails a focus on the creation of value streams, end-to-end responsibility for a 

product, and enables the assessment of value which is continously created. In another study they claim 

that strategic management must decide on value streams, in order to ensure that projects will be more 

alinged with company goals (Stettina & Schoemaker, 2018). And that it is vital to continously identificate 

value streams and steer on value in the smaller decomposed increments. The notion to steer on value 

is again recognized in this thesis by the importance to steer agile IPM on the grooming of features. 

Because of the agile NPD hierachy as unit of analysis for agile IPM, the selection of features determine 

the value of an epic which utlimately determins the value of a strategic bucket. 
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Furthermore the research of Stettina & Schoemaker (2018), implies that there should be direct funding 

on strategic buckets, while maintaining the oversight on epics, especially using automated tooling in a 

cadence driven way. The generic agile IPM model does exactly this by allocating resources first at the 

strategic bucket level which is then reallocated by epic teams across the features. The needed oversight 

and transparency of resources which sustains the socialization of knowledge of why decisions are made 

throughout the organization is provided with the portfolio wall functionality of Flightmap. This is also in 

accordance with the description of the SAFE framework in which they state that portfolio managers 

must maintain a portfolio vision and oversight whilst resources are allocated to strategic buckets 

according to a prioritized backlog (Leffingwell, 2011). Also, the research of Ahmad, Lwakatare, Kuvaja, 

& Oivo (2016), acknowledges that the value of an agile portfolio is maximized by allocating resources to 

NPD according to business objectives which are decomposed from the main company strategy, which 

can be interpreted as strategic buckets. And that this is also a way to successfully balance an agile 

portfolio, which is in accordance with the findings of this thesis. In sum, some of the parts of the agile 

IPM model have been encountered in literature, but no attempts were made to create an overall generic 

model of agile IPM until now. This thesis provided a generic and overall approach to agile IPM without 

looking into specific agile NPD methods or practicalities.  

9.2 PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS 
The findings presented in this thesis provide a general model of agile IPM and the integration of this 

model in the software Flightmap. Practitioners can apply the findings of this research to assess their 

own agile IPM practices. The general model of agile IPM consolidates a multitude of literature and 

empirical findings and provides practical mechanisms which could potentially benefit their agile IPM 

processes. Furthermore, practitioners of agile IPM should deduct the benefits of applying a software 

tooling like Flightmap to assist their IPM decision-making. The effects of IPM decisions only reach their 

full effect when the rationale on which they are made is carried throughout the organization. An agile 

IPM software provides this socialisation of knowledge through providing a transparent oversight of the 

whole portfolio and allocated resources. 

9.3 LIMITATIONS 
This research does present several limitations. First, with the multiple case study the attempt was made 

to combine three sources of data which would provide the triangulation of data. Unfortunately only the 

interviews were conducted at every case, the retrieval of process documentation only succeeded at a 

single case. Data gathering through observations did not succeed because all cases believed that their 

agile IPM portfolio review moments where to private to allow an outsider in. Thus, because the level of 

triangulation of the acquired data is not sufficient, biases within the findings could still exists. Second, 

at case C which provided allot of valuable information, only one respondents was allowed to be 

interviewed. Which made it difficult to escape the single perspective provided by this respondents and 

thus making the findings idiosyncratic. Luckily, case C also provided the process documentation which 

brought the ability to compare the interview data with their process model. Third, because of the 

explanatory nature of this research and the occurrence that agile methods are very company specific, 

it is not fully possible to claim that a high level of internal validity is achieved. The nature of this study 

makes it very hard to exclude the fact that any competing explanations might exist. The extensive 

problem analysis and environment hopefully captured multiple perspectives which facilitated the 

discovery of the important causes. Fourth, although the research design of this thesis aims at keeping 
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reliability high, it cannot be excluded that it was performed by a single researcher which has its own 

biases which could also negatively affect internal validity. 

 

Regarding the external validity of the findings, the research was scoped to include the NPD innovation 

processes of software developing and product manufacturing departments of companies which fully 

organized their work according to agile NPD. The cases represent large multinational organizations 

which reside within the business-to-business and business-to-consumer sector. Therefore, the findings 

of this thesis can be generalized within this set scope. 

9.4 FUTURE RESEARCH 
This research successfully depicted how agile IPM can be performed, although several sub-topics 

remains not fully answered and some findings provide directions for future research. First, literature 

and empirical findings did provide the knowledge that available resource capacity should be added as 

criteria to assess how many agile NPD initiatives can be in development per time-boxed development 

period. Although, it did not precisely provide how this can be achieved in practice. Not accurately being 

able to quantify the value and size of an epic complicates any optimization attempt on behalf of resource 

constraints. How this can be done whilst not deteriorating any development agility remains currently 

unknown and provides a promising future research direction. Second, following the rationale of the first 

future research direction, not being able to quantify epic value and size prevents the ability to assess if 

an epic might create more value overall when it is placed within another strategic bucket. This type of 

analysis and consideration was asked by practitioners but resides within a very predictive mindset and 

methodology. How this can be achieved within agile IPM remains unknown and also provides a future 

research option.  

 

Third, the research of Sweetman & Conboy (2018), implies that cancelling agile NPD can prove 

problematic in practice, where customer involvement, team empowerment and constantly changing 

requirements help failing projects to justify their continued existence. And thus only the highest 

performing strategic buckets and epics should compete for resources. The termination IPM decision 

regarding epics and features was considered in this thesis, but what effects this decision might create 

on agile NPD and innovation performance where deemed out of scope. Although, the believe exists that 

this provides a promising future research direction. Fourth and last, product demo`s and prototypes are 

multiple times acknowledged as the main method to assess progress of the work under development 

in agile NPD. It is simply assumed that agile IPM decision-makers take the responsibility to be present in 

the meetings where these prototypes are shown. Although, this research did not successfully integrate 

the assessment of working prototypes as measure of progress into the agile IPM decision-making 

process. Therefore, this aspect of knowledge-transfer for agile IPM by assessing actual prototypes 

remains a promising future research option.  
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Figure 22, Cause and effect diagram displaying problem symptoms within its problem 
environment 

11 APPENDICES 

11.1 APPENDIX A, CAUSE-EFFECT DIAGRAM PROBLEM ANALYSIS 
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11.2 APPENDIX B, INTERVIEW PROTOCOL CASE-STUDY 
- Respondent information: 

o Function title? 
o For how many years have you performed this function? 
o Which agile methodology is followed by your company? (LeSS, SAFE, Spotify model, 

scrum…) 
o How large is the development organization? ( # of engineers/developers in total) 
 

- Which agile unit(epic/value-stream/tribe/plan/initiative/project/…) is analysed in the agile 
portfolio at your company? 

o What is the agile method named you have applied? 
o How is the main agile unit of your portfolio measured (metrics, KPI`s, quantitatively, 

qualitatively)? 
▪ State 
▪ Progress 
▪ Performance 
▪ Quality 

 

- Knowledge transfers 
o How are the agile unit measurements (metrics, KPI`s) transferred towards the portfolio 

management level? 
o Which reporting methods are applied in agile portfolio decision-making? 

▪ Documentation (1-pager, BMC, requirement documentation, …);  
▪ Software tooling (JIRA, TFS, …) ; 
▪ Method tooling (Bubble diagram, roadmap, portfolio backlog) 
▪ Interaction (face-to-face, meetings, …). 
▪ Which reporting methods are according to you the driving force for the 

decision-making? 
▪ Which reporting methods are according to you most frequently applied? 
▪ Which reporting methods deliver according to you the most beneficial 

information? 
 

- Portfolio review moments 
o Frequency (weekly, monthly, per release…) 
o Structure (presentations, pitches, 1-pager, discussion, …) 
o Workflow (Before/ after a meeting process, preparation work, follow-up work …) 

 

o Can you share portfolio review workflow/process documentation with me? 
 

o Functional roles in portfolio reviews 
▪ Which functional roles are present in agile portfolio review meetings? 
▪ On what ground are final decisions made (consensus, highest authority, 

majority vote)? 
 

- Agile portfolio management decision-making  
o How is the selection of new agile initiatives organized relative to others? 
o How do you choose which agile initiatives are prioritized relative to others? 
o How do you choose which agile initiatives are terminated relative to others? 
o How do you allocate resources (funds, personnel) across new/existing agile 

initiatives/units in the portfolio? 
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- Objectives of IPM 
o Value maximization 

▪ How do you assure that you end up with a portfolio which achieves the highest 
value of all existing & new initiatives? 

o Strategic direction 
▪ How do you check for strategic alignment of the new/existing agile unit within 

the portfolio? 
o Balanced portfolio 

▪ How do you assure that you end up with a balanced portfolio? (short vs long-
term, risk vs reward, incremental vs radical) 

o Right number of agile units 
▪ How do you check the feasibility of the initiative within the portfolio relative to 

the capacity of resources? 
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11.3 APPENDIX C, INTERVIEW CODING SCHEME 
 

Category Code Description 

Agile unit 

Type The agile unit that is analysed in an agile portfolio 

State Evaluation of the state of the agile unit in portfolio decision-making 

Progress Evaluation of the progress of the agile unit in portfolio decision-making 

Performance 
Evaluation of the performance of the agile unit in portfolio decision-

making 

Quality Evaluation of the quality of the agile unit in portfolio decision-making 

Knowledge 

transfers 

Documentation The amount and type of documentation transfers applied in agile IPM 

Tooling The amount and type of tooling transfers applied in agile IPM 

Interaction 
The amount and type of interaction-based transfers applied in agile 

IPM 

Portfolio 

review 

moments 

Frequency The number of portfolio review moments per time period 

Structure The process which is followed during a portfolio review moment 

Workflow Preparation and follow-up work performed before and after the review 

Functional role The functional roles present in the review meetings 

Authority The fundaments on which final decisions are made 

Decision-

making 

Selection The selection of new agile initiatives to be included in the portfolio 

Prioritization 
The prioritization of agile initiatives relative to all other initiatives in the 

portfolio 

Termination The final termination decision of an agile initiative  

Resource allocation 
The allocation of resources(funding & personnel) across all agile 

initiatives in the portfolio, relative to on and other 

IPM 

objectives 

Value maximization 
Achieving the objective of ending-up with the highest value of the total 

agile portfolio 

Strategic direction 
Achieving the objective of ending-up with an agile portfolio which is 

most aligned to the corporate strategy 

Balance 
Achieving the objective of ending-up with an agile portfolio which is 

sufficiently balanced across all necessary criteria 

Feasibility 

Achieving the objective of ending-up with an agile portfolio which 

contains sufficient amount of initiatives which are feasible relative to 

the available resources 

Table 14, Coding scheme for data acquired from the semi-structured interviews 
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11.4 APPENDIX D, DETAILED DESCRIPTIVE RESULTS OF THE INTERVIEWS 
• Case A: 

Category Code 
Count 

[#] 
Codes 

[%] 
Cases 

[%] 
Illustrative results 

Agile unit 

Type 16 8 100 

“We employ product lines in which versions of 

products are launched at a given cadence, so 

the unit of analysis is a product or application 

and we prioritize those among one and other” 

State 17 8,5 100 

“Evaluation of those product occurs is based 

upon metrics, financial investments and 

revenues, and cost of lost opportunity which 

denotes the costs of deciding not to do an epic 

within a product line” 

Progress 23 11,4 100 

“So the product line has feature-sets and 

those feature-sets develop on behalf of user 

needs, and we track this development at 

certain time-gated points in which we launch 

parts of this feature-set as a product version” 

Performance 14 7 100 

“We measure user value on market analysis 

and customer analysis, these values are 

constantly reflected upon the current state of 

the feature-set under development” 

Quality - - -  

Knowledge 

transfers 

Documentation 3 1,5 75 

“We only apply documentation to transfer 

knowledge in support of meetings, so only 

meeting preparation documents are made” 

Tooling 5 2,5 75 

“We do not apply any form of portfolio 

software tooling, we do have JIRA at the lower 

team levels. At portfolio we only apply 

balanced score card methodology” 

Interaction 3 1,5 75 
“Meetings are our primary way to transfers 

knowledge, and only way actually” 

Portfolio 

review 

moments 

Frequency 10 5 100 
“Twice per year we have a portfolio review 

moment, in March and September” 

Structure 14 7 100 

“In the March portfolio review meeting we 

discuss strategic direction and decide on 

which value we can expect from the product 

lines, in the September meeting we allocate 

resources and maintain the annual operating 

plan in which we are very close to what is 

being realised at that moment in time” 

Workflow 8 4 75 

“Marketing and sales prepare voice of the 

customer, program managers denote the 

state and expected progress of their current 

product versions, portfolio managers lead 

and guide these portfolio review meetings” 
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Functional role 4 2 100 

“People from sales, R&D leads, but also 

quality and regulatory because we are in the 

medical sector” 

Authority 6 3 100 
“We always aim to achieve consensus by 

thumbs up or thumbs down” 

Decision-

making 

Selection 4 2 50 

“Scrum teams select and decide on feature-

sets development within pre-defined financial 

boundaries, when these boundaries are 

crossed decisions are transferred towards 

program management” 

Prioritization 16 8 100 

“Feature-sets are prioritized within product 

lines so that value is created in the most vital 

functionality at that time, product-lines are 

prioritized among each-other to determine 

size and expected revenues” 

Termination 3 1,5 75 

“Programs, which are the specific versions of 

products, can be terminated in the September 

portfolio review moment, based upon our 

interpretation of its progress, performance, 

and in terms of expected value” 

Resource allocation 19 9,5 100 

“In the September meeting we decide on how 

much funding and people we want to allocate 

to the future programs and thus product lines 

based on business value and revenues”  

IPM 

objectives 

Value maximization 8 4 100 

“Value-sets are specifically attuned to create 

value for their specific customer segment, this 

direct autonomy allows the maximization of 

value within set boundaries of the program 

and product lines” 

Strategic direction 16 8 100 

“The strategic direction is determined and 

denoted in the product line definition, but we 

struggle with the question how we can make 

sure that teams stay within these boundaries, 

and whether we need a person responsible for 

the product line to guide the feature-set 

developments” 

Balance 9 4,5 100 

“We balance the portfolio mainly across long-

term and short-term to ensure we have a 

good balance between exploration and 

exploitation” 

Feasibility 3 1,5 25 

“We set time constraints on development 

efforts in which we at a certain point freeze all 

feature-set development and the new 

customer feedback will be put onto the 

backlog. Resource allocation is also fixed 

during these periods” 
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• Case B: 

Category Code 
Count 

[#] 
Codes 

[%] 
Cases 

[%] 
Illustrative results 

Agile unit 

Type 14 6,10 100 

“In each of our three portfolio`s we defined 

value streams which are decomposed into 

epics, features, and stories” 

State 10 4,30 100 

“We have metrics on epic level, this is the 

only level at where we actually measure 

current state” 

Progress 12 5,20 100 

“We want to know which epics progresses 

which value streams, how much value is 

achieved and does this meet user needs?” 

Performance 16 6,90 100 

“Epics are assessed if they are still delivering 

the required value and if they are expected 

to be delivering that value by WSJF. We 

assess expected job size and business and 

user value and after 3 months we assess if it 

is achieved” 

Quality - - -  

Knowledge 

transfers 

Documentation 8 3,50 100 

“Epics are documented into JIRA with user 

story and acceptance criteria. This is also 

documentation, it’s just no longer in the 

shape as requirements in word files” 

Tooling 17 7,40 100 

“We apply JIRA and Portfolio Kanban walls 

and the needed documentation for legal and 

financial departments” 

Interaction 12 5,20 100 

“Everything evolves around interaction; 

everything is shared via interaction. The 

others are just in support of the interaction 

processes” 

Portfolio 

review 

moments 

Frequency 5 2,20 100 
“We have quarterly business review, so 4 

times a year” 

Structure 12 5,20 100 

“We discuss which epics are within the value 

streams, what state of progression are they, 

are they on expected schedule, budget, etc, 

and we look into the next quarter” 

Workflow 6 2,60 100 

“Epics are first solely assessed in an analysis 

and review phase, when they are selected, 

they are prioritized relative among each 

other, but it’s all relative of the value 

streams, and features as well” 

Functional role 12 5,20 100 

“Representative of company management, 

product owners, program managers, epic 

leaders and portfolio managers” 

Authority 2 0,90 67 

“Nobody really, it’s just consensus, we all 

together have to agree on most parts, it’s 

never just one decision” 
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Decision-

making 

Selection 18 7,80 100 

“Value streams are just part of the company, 

they exists, like sales channels, service 

channels, etc. But epics are selected after a 

2-step program in which their business cases 

are analysed and reviewed, in each step they 

can be dismissed or accepted” 

Prioritization 18 7,80 100 

“Epics are prioritized among one and other 

per value stream, but they can also expand 

several value streams, some work is just 

depended, but prioritization is based on 

WJSF, job size and business and user value” 

Termination 6 2,60 100 

“Sometimes at 80% completion of an epic 

the value is already satisfactorily achieved, 

so there is no point in doing the last 20%. So 

we terminate the epic and move the teams 

to new/other epics” 

Resource allocation 9 3,90 100 

“Every quarter resources are allocated, but 

never reallocated in the meantime. Epic 

leaders and program managers can only 

express their resource needs every quarter” 

IPM 

objectives 

Value maximization 22 9,50 100 

“Epics are only beneficial if they deliver value 

in the value stream they are intended for, 

but epics which adhere to multiple value 

stream are of course preferred, but in agile 

we always strive for added value for the 

value stream” 

Strategic direction 19 8,20 100 

“Value streams and their epics are results 

from strategic target appointed by company 

management. These strategic targets are 

updated twice per year. Epics are valuated in 

how good they achieve these strategic goals” 

Balance 9 3,90 100 

“ The features per epic are 50% designed & 

defined bottom-up, this is vital for agility and 

technical development work. But it’s 

important to assess as portfolio managers 

that the epic teams do not prefer their own 

features of the ones, I gave them, balance 

must be preserved” 

Feasibility 4 1,70 67 

“we are not yet at this point yet; we just 

work on experience now. We have t-shirt 

sizes for the epics, and this is a rough 

estimation. When there is no longer enough 

work than we just move the teams into other 

or new similar epics” 
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• Case C: 

Category Code 
Count 

[#] 
Codes 

[%] 
Cases 

[%] 
Illustrative results 

Agile unit 

Type 6 4,70 100 

“Authority and decision-making happens at 

many decentralized levels, so portfolio 

management also covers multiple levels. 

There no longer is a single unit of analysis in 

portfolio management, but there are several 

like objective/theme, epic, and stories” 

State 7 5,50 100 

“KPI`s have been replaced with objectives 

and key-results, number of epics & stories  

and number of squads per tribe” 

Progress 7 5,50 100 

“Epic delivery states that 80% of all epics are 

determined upfront, and at the QBR the 

progress on these 80% is discussed” 

Performance 4 3,10 100 
“How well the epics adhere to the objectives-

key results and epic delivery status” 

Quality - - -  

Knowledge 

transfers 

Documentation 8 6,30 100 
“Tribe leads write 6-pager and epic leads 

write 1-pagers” 

Tooling 11 8,60 100 

“Visual electronic dashboards, all-

encompassing holistic company backlog,  

ServiceNow, TFS, roadmaps, bubble-

diagram” 

Interaction 8 6,30 100 

“Interaction is absolutely the most applied 

and most important aspect: QBR`s, 

Warrooms, scrum meetings, 1 on 1 dialog 

meetings between tribe leads and 

management board” 

Portfolio 

review 

moments 

Frequency 9 7,00 100 

“Depends on the unit level, but weekly, 

monthly and quarterly. At most foresight 

spans a horizon of 18 months” 

Structure 16 12,50 100 

“Several decision-making moments at 

several unit levels, in which portfolio 

management only has a supportive function” 

Workflow 5 3,90 100 

“Top-management denotes priorities and 

direction from top-down, tribes denote 

requirements from bottom-up, epics are 

formed to adhere to both” 

Functional role 6 4,70 100 
“Top-management, tribe-leads, epic-leads, 

squad-leads” 

Authority 3 2,30 100 
“Depends on the unit level but highest rank 

will always have the last-say” 

Decision-

making 
Selection 9 7,00 100 

“Tribes, epics, squads select their own work, 

and are not steered by strategy or higher 

units, but rather how they to the best of their 

own abilities can adhere to set objectives” 
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Table 15, Results of interviews at case C 

  

Prioritization 12 9,40 100 

“Tribes, epics and squads prioritize their own 

work and are never steered, guidance is 

given by establishing healthy competition 

between performance of other tribes, epics 

and also by setting objectives” 

Termination 1 0,80 100 

“Tribes are never stopped, but tribes 

themselves decide which epics are 

terminated if they feel that they no longer 

meet set objectives” 

Resource allocation 7 5,50 100 

“Portfolio management supplies the tribe 

sizing process towards top-management in 

which squads are assigned to tribes based of 

major categories those tribe plan to work on. 

Top-management approves, and tribes 

allocate squads over the epics but don`t 

expect major shifts, at most 10 squads per 

100 shift each quarter” 

IPM 

objectives 

Value maximization 3 2,30 100 

“Working agile with a backlog is about 

creation of value, but maximization of value 

seems like a more additional benefit, it 

probably comes down on how the objectives 

and key results are defined” 

Strategic direction 1 0,80 100 

“Strategic direction is very important, 

probably the most important, but it is only 

orchestrated top-down” 

Balance 1 0,80 100 

“Balance of the portfolio is not looking into 

directly, it can be an indirect result of 

different decisions, but we don’t try to 

achieve this” 

Feasibility 4 3,10 100 

“This is our biggest struggle, I must admit 

that we have not figured this one out yet, but 

it receives allot of attention at this moment. 

Tribes and epics have the authority to define 

their own way-of-work and backlog 

structure, its vital for agility. But this makes 

it hard to measure because one tribe makes 

their epics very large, and the other describes 

only small amounts of work per epic. So 

measuring gives use values which do not 

depict comparable figures, and therefore it is 

complicated to assign how many epics a 

tribe should have per number of squads” 
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11.5 APPENDIX E, INDIVIDUAL CASE ANALYSIS 
• Agile IPM at case A: 

The unit of analysis of agile IPM at case A are products as part of a specific product line. These product 

lines can be interpreted as strategic frames in which a specific product is developed towards a market 

segment. Their product lines launches versions of the products under development, so customers 

receive upgrades of products in a certain cadence. These products are collections of feature sets which 

are designed and developed by a multitude of scrum teams. The feature sets which define the 

configuration of the product version could change with every feedback iteration with the customer. 

Therefore, the feature sets are frozen at a certain point in time and user feedback that is received during 

the frozen time is put on the backlog to be implemented in the next product version. Feature sets are 

mostly frozen due to regulatory reasons because case A operates in the medical and clinical sector.  

 

The products are evaluated for IPM decision-making on their financial impact, needed investment, 

expected and realizes revenues, and cost of lost opportunity. These metrics represent the progress and 

performance of development activities but quality of the work or work under developer is never 

discussed. The knowledge acquired regarding the products being discussed in agile IPM is only 

transferred via interaction in prescribed meetings which are part of their way of work process. The 

documentation that is created is in preparation of these meetings entails a business case report which 

hold all financial and development progress and performance information. 

 

Agile IPM decision-making authority at case A is granted to the program managers and lower teams to 

decide how their feature-set is formed. Teams have the freedom to change and shape their features 

according to user needs up around two-thirds of the product development period. After that point the 

feature-set is frozen to finalize that specific version release of the product and remaining user feedback 

is put into the backlog for future versions. Agile IPM decision-making happens decentralized to sustain 

autonomy, but this happens within pre-set boundary conditions. When the financial consequences of 

certain decision are larger than specific boundary conditions, then the decision will be handled at a 

higher organizational level. Because this could imply that the strategic alignment is affected at a larger 

horizon than just that specific user segment, for instance it could indicate a change in the course a 

product line is developing. Higher management has the oversight to qualify if this is also good for the 

organization as a whole. But when feature teams, and program managers stay within their guardrails, 

they are free to design the product to directly adhere to constant user feedback. Because the product 

lines are already determined to be very good for the organization, the development made within these 

product lines and within the set boundaries are expected to be also beneficial to both the organization 

and the user. There must always be a sufficient balance between autonomy of the agile units originating 

from bottom-up, and strategic direction through objectives from top-down. But there is no longer a 

centralized decision-making steering committee which decides on the projects in development. 

 

Portfolio management decision are made twice per year, in which the first meeting discusses strategic 

direction and second meeting discusses resource allocation and more direct results. At these meetings 

the progress and performance of the product lines is discussed by portfolio managers, sales & 

marketing, R&D representatives and regulatory managers. Decision are made based upon the balanced 

scorecards and roadmaps in which there is always achieved to reach consensus. Top-management and 

portfolio managers decide on which strategic objectives should be set for the product lines in order for 

them to be beneficial to the organization. Only time and budget is set for the coming period, the scope 
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of the feature-set stays variable on behalf of chancing customer needs. But top-management and 

portfolio management is no  longer concerned with what the product version entails, only with how 

well the development is performing and how far the progression has come.  

 

The knowledge of the strategic direction resides within every member of the whole product line 

organization. This aspects is deemed as the most important part of the agile IPM way-of-work process, 

and therefore allot of time and education is spent on education and the visualization of the strategic 

direction. This ensures that the end product is both good for the user and for the organization as a 

whole. At this moment in this there is not a single person responsible for the product line, and they 

actually believe that this should be installed to ensure that the set strategic direction is continuously 

adhered to by the whole product line organization. Balance in the portfolio at case A is especially 

directed towards short-term and long-term objectives to ensure a good balance is achieved between 

exploration and exploitation. 

 

• Agile IPM at case B 

Agile IPM at case B discusses their agile structure of value-streams, epics, and features as linked entities 

but the actual decision-making occurs decentralized. Meaning that each level of their agile structure has 

the authority to decide their own way of work and which units are selected, prioritized or terminated. 

But boundary conditions, strategic objectives, and general guidelines are provided by the portfolio 

management department and company management. Therefore, the unit of analysis of their agile 

portfolio is decentralized and consists of value-streams, epics, features and stories. These decentralized 

agile units are evaluated regarding their status, performance and progress. The quality of the work is 

never assessed in agile portfolio management, as this would impede the authority of the autonomous 

operating agile units. Progress and performance is measured and monitored of mostly epics and 

features, since value-stream are more high-level strategic objectives. Some example of measurements 

are the expected size of the revenue, expected cost savings, added user & business value and net 

promotor score.  

 

The acquired knowledge from the unit measurements are transferred mostly by interaction. 

Documentation and software tooling is only in support of these meetings in which the actual agile IPM 

decision are made. The portfolio review meeting occur four times per year and are called quarterly 

business reviews. In these meetings the value-stream and their epics are discussed regarding how well 

the epics achieve the objectives of the value streams. In these meetings primarily the progress and 

performance of the epics are discussed and how well they achieve the required value. But the portfolio 

managers are only the process guides and ensure that all required decision-making information is 

gathered, complete, and trustworthy.  

 

The agile IPM decision-making at case B concerns epics as part of larger scale strategic objectives which 

are called value-streams. Portfolio managers assist and support the agile IPM-decision making of 

selecting the new epics, prioritizing the existing epics, and even terminating some overdue epics. Value-

steam are almost never changed or terminated. Epics leaders, company management representatives, 

and program leaders (which manage value-streams) together decide what happens with the epics. 

Resources are allocated per quarterly business review and stay fixed for the whole quarter. At the 

quarterly business reviews the epics are sized based on experience, financial estimations, and expected 

business value and the number of needed engineers are allocated. The epics are prioritized for most 
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part based upon the WSJF (weighted shortest job first) and expected job-size which is estimated based 

on small, medium or large. WSJF is a summation of weighted grades for value, risk, and cost of delay. 

 

Strategic alignment is deemed most important in agile IPM at case B, but contrary to predictive IPM 

strategic alignment is not administered via KPI`s and then periodically assed if the strategic direction of 

the unit is within the set criteria. In agile IPM the value-stream represent narrow strategic directions, 

for example the customer service channels value-stream most important metric is net promoter score. 

Therefore all epics within this value-stream automatically achieve as must customer service satisfaction 

as possible.  

 

Portfolio managers at case B promote agile teams to come up with new features and user stories to 

achieve the set epic target. Portfolio managers maintain and steer a balance between bottom-up and 

top-down designed features per epic and assure that these features also adhere to the value-stream in 

the long run.  

 

• Agile IPM at case C 

Autonomy and authority of each level within an agile NPD system are deemed vital to uphold and sustain 

a high level of development agility at case C. From a top-down perspective, their agile structure starts 

at the company management which controls so-called tribes which represent certain strategic 

objectives. The tribes constitute the highest level in the organization apart from company management. 

The tribes represent a portfolio of epics, in which each epic is build up with features. The features are 

operationalized by the agile teams by following user stories. Thus, there is no longer a single unit of 

analysis in agile portfolio management at case C. Rather, the backlog of the whole agile structure is 

analysed, information is retrieved, and at a later stage insights are provided. Top management never 

discusses which epics or features reside in a specific tribe. And, tribes never discuss which stories an 

epic creates or manages and how they specifically assign their squads. Because at case C the common 

believe is that too sustain development agility, it is required to allow decision-making autonomy. Thus, 

agile IPM at case C discusses different levels and at each level a different unit of analysis is analysed, 

each  with specific goals and boundary conditions. The different units they discuss are objectives, epics, 

features, stories, and tasks. 

 

The evaluation of their agile units addresses status, progress and often relative performance to other 

similar units. Noticeably, the quality of a unit is never discussed, because this would impede autonomy 

provided to the lower levels and therefore impedes development agility. Status, progress and 

performance are measured with several metrics but most profound is their preference for objectives 

and key-results over key-performance indicators. Especially, strategic alignment is top-down only 

administered via objectives and key-results (OKR`s). At case C they experienced that imposing strategic 

alignment through KPI`s adheres too much to the controlling of the teams, which is common for 

predictive NPD and not enough coaching which resembles agile NPD. Therefore they believe that OKR`s 

are more agile NPD proof, whilst KPI`s are better suited for predictive NPD.  

 

Knowledge acquired from the units analysed in agile portfolio management at case c is transferred via 

interaction, documentation and visualization & software tooling. Their portfolio review moment is called 

a quarterly business review in which the actual IPM decision-making happens. The preparation for this 

meeting is denoted in a six-pager document that shows the set tribe objectives and reflects on the 
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results provided by the epics. Also a plan for future is provided in this 6-pager document in which a tribe 

sizing process is followed to recommend the resource allocation of the needed squads for the epics and 

the tribe for the coming quarter. The needed information to write this document results from the total 

portfolio backlog. is the overall transparent backlog which shows each level in full detail and can be 

assessed by anyone in the company. The portfolio management department of case C has the task to 

provide all information into this backlog and retrieve insights for portfolio decision-making when 

necessary. This knowledge is transferred via an electronic dashboard with the software ServiceNow 

which displays the full portfolio backlog. The most important aspect of the whole knowledge transfer 

process was the description of the epics with acceptance criteria. If the epics are not described up to 

standard, the whole process is likely to provide poor results 

 

Agile IPM decision-making occurs decentralized at the top-management level, tribe level, epic level, and 

squad level. Objectives which are a result of strategic direction provided by top-management, are given 

to the tribes with expectations of key-results. The tribes themselves evaluate, select, prioritize, and 

terminate epics in order to provide the expected key results and objectives for the coming quarter. 

Tribes are guided and supplied with information from the portfolio management department and apply 

several method to decide which epics are needed. Like for example WSJF (weighted Shortest job first), 

bubble diagrams, roadmaps, etc. Epics likewise have similar authority in deciding which features and 

stories are needed to create the expected results. Squads can decide on which features they want to 

work which directly provides value for the epic. The portfolio management department of case C 

provides the needed information to each level to guide and support their decision-making processes. 

They require that epics are described up to standard, backlogs are up to date and they provide the input 

for the electronic dashboard portfolio backlog overview. 

 

A new aspect of balance in the portfolio was observed at the origins of OKR`s, half of the OKR`s should 

be a result from bottom-up initiatives. If this is not the case at each tribe and epic, the whole portfolio 

could be either to functionally oriented of technically oriented. Strategic direction was deemed the most 

important and having the right number of initiatives relative the capacity was their biggest struggle. 

Mostly because each epic has the autonomy to structure their own way-of -work it becomes hard to 

compare them among each other. Value maximization was deemed automatically adhered to when 

working in agile and balance of the portfolio was more interpreted as an indirect result.  
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11.6 APPENDIX F, FLIGHTMAP SOLUTION 
 

 

Figure 23, Agile integration of Flightmap with dynamic rank ordered list functionality to set priority per strategic bucket 

 
Figure 24, Agile integration of Flightmap with Objectives and key-results per epic or strategic bucket 
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Figure 25, Agile integration of Flightmap with roadmap functionality to assign interdependencies and impediments 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 26, Agile integration of Flightmap with Portfolio wall overview functionality 
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